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Abstract

This paper explores ways to implement the electrical self-sufficiency clause of the 2007

Energy Plan by rapidly expanding production from independent power producers by 2016. Past

experience demonstrates that IPPs face barriers to producing power reliably and policies are

required to promote dependable production. In this paper, I employ interviews with IPPs and

other stakeholders and a case study analysis to uncover barriers in the province and successful

policies that have expanded production in other jurisdictions. I find that the single-buyer model is

the most reliable market structure to expand IPP production and propose that the province amend

this system to address problems in BC. I recommend that the province uses regularly scheduled

calls for power, requires IPPs to complete all permitting and First Nations negotiations prior to

submitting their bid and reduces the liquidated damages that IPPs pay to BC Hydro for failing to

meet their firm energy quota.

Keywords: independent power producers, British Columbia, 2007 Be Energy Plan

Subject Terms: Electrical supply, policy
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Executive Summary

This capstone provides policy options to implement the electricity provisions of the 2007

Energy Plan to the Provincial Government of British Columbia (BC). The 2007 Energy Plan

states that BC must be electricity self-sufficient by 2016 and that 90 per cent of all the new

energy generated in the province must be renewable. Furthermore, the dominant provincial

utility, BC Hydro, is restricted to building large hydroelectric facilities. Because of a lack of new

suitable large hydroelectric sites, BC Hydro needs to significantly expand the amount of energy it

acquires from independent power producers (IPPs). In this capstone, I evaluate tlu-ee policy

options to facilitate the expansion of IPPs in the province. I recommend that the Province makes

modifies the current system by making the following amendments: a) BC Hydro must hold

regularly scheduled calls for power every two years with consistent terms for evaluation; b) IPPs

must begin their negotiations with First Nations and have all their provincial permits approved

prior to submitting a bid; c) BC Hydro must expand its standing offer program to projects 20MW

or less and; d) liquidated damages charges to IPPs are reduced to 50% of the dollar value of

energy that IPPs have not delivered under the terms of their contract.

In order to meet the self-sufficiency target with renewable generation by 2016, BC will

have to produce an extra 20,000 Gigawatthours (GWh) of electricity based on BC Hydro's

demand projections. The 2007 Energy Plan also requires that there is enough insurance capacity

in the province to deal with any critically low water years upon which BC's hydroelectric

generation system depends. Easing the ability for IPPs to produce renewable energy is required

to acquire enough supply by 2016 to implement to 2007 Energy Plan. Unfortunately, expanding

IPP production in the province has been difficult because of contract attrition and delays with

IPPs meeting their commercial operation date.
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The policy problem that I address is that there are too many barriers in the province for

IPPs to produce reliable electricity. Based on the results of previous tendering efforts between

BC Hydro and IPPs there are significant issues affecting the reliability of IPP supply. This

capstone asks three policy questions: what are the existing barriers to production in BC, which

electricity market structures influence rapid and reliable expansion of supply and capacity and

which renewable promotion policies expand renewable supply? To answer these questions, this

capstone uses a multi-pronged methodology that incorporates interviews with stakeholders in

BC's generation sector to identifY barriers in BC and case studies of 5 jurisdictions to evaluate the

effects of different market structures and renewable promotion policies.

Interviews with stakeholders outlined 5 barriers existing in the province. The

discrepancy between the first quote and the final cost of transmission system upgrades was too

high. Permitting was too complex and expensive. First Nations negotiations often take much

longer than expected. Irregularly scheduled calls for power lowered the quality of bids that BC

Hydro receives. Liquidated damages charges to IPPs who fail to meet their contractual supply

commitments were too large. Policy options were designed with these five barriers in mind and

were evaluated on how well each policy option addressed these barriers.

The case study analysis indicated that the single-buyer model for electricity procurement

was the best method to expand electrical supply and capacity. Case studies also revealed that

competitive retail and generation sectors could increase capacity at a lower cost provided that

there were capacity payments made by the consumers of wholesale electricity to the producers.

Renewable tariffs clearly expanded renewable supply better than all other policies. Each policy

option was designed to incorporate these three findings.

The three policy options that I proposed were:

1. Status Quo ++ amends the current system to have regularly scheduled calls for power, to

ensure that IPPs begin negotiations with First Nations and complete their permitting prior

v



to submitting their bid to BC Hydro, that the standing offer plan was expanded to projects

20MW or less and that liquidated damages were reduced.

2. Renewable tariffs calls for renewable tariffs to be applied to renewable IPP production

and that the tendering method changes from a fixed-quota bidding system to a standing

offer system for all projects 50MW or less.

3. Retail unbundling recommends that retail activities be unbundled from BC Hydro and

that local municipal retailers are setup over a 5 year tenu. The BCTC would manage a

wholesale spot market where all retailers and generators would be required to trade

electricity and that retailers would make capacity payments to generators.

After evaluating each option, under a framework of effectiveness, cost, administrative

feasibility and acceptability to stakeholders, this capstone finds that Status Quo ++ is clearly the

best option for Be.
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1: Introduction

In February 2007, the provincial government unveiled its new energy policy. The policy

is an ambitious attempt to refonn British Columbia's (BC) electricity sector. The two most

important policy objectives in the plan relating to the electricity system are, to make the province

electricity self-sufficient by 2016 and to expand renewable generation enough to meet the self

sufficiency target. Electrical self-sufficiency requires that the province have the capacity to

generate as much energy as it consumes. Right now, the province cannot produce enough

electricity to meet annual demand for electricity. The province will need to expand its generation

portfolio to meet this demand and has planned to do so with renewable resources. BC has a

wealth of renewable electrical potential and has exploited large hydroelectric renewable resources

extensively in the past. However, there are few options left for large hydroelectric plants and

coupled with increased public antipathy towards large dams, the province is embarking on a

policy direction to exploit small-scale renewable potential with the help of independent power

producers (IPPs). Both of the self-sufficiency and renewable policy objectives are major

initiatives in the province and signal a clear departure from the path that the province's electricity

system had previously been heading.

The Province is refonning BC's electricity system by introducing competition from

private firms into a publicly owned and managed system. Beginning with the 2002 Energy Plan,

the Provincial government opened the door for IPPs to again supply the province with power. In

the 2007 Energy plan, IPPs are expected to make up a large share of the new generation required

to make the province self-sufficient.. Because of this new direction there have been some notable

problems with integrating IPPs into BC's generating sector. There have been endemic delays and



attrition rates associated with their projects. The policy problem that this paper explores is how

to effectively increase the amount of electricity produced by IPPs and how to improve the

reliability of their production. To implement the self-sufficiency objective in the 2007 Energy

Plan, BC's electrical system will depend on reliable production from IPPs.

The purpose of this capstone is to present and analyze policy options to implement the

self-sufficiency objective of the 2007 Energy Plan and to ensure the reliability ofIPP projects for

BC Hydro ratepayers. I explore the barriers that IPPs face in bringing their renewable electricity

to the market and propose options to ease these barriers. The project is broken down into two

separate but related research streams: designing an effective private generating markets and

promoting renewable energy. This paper proceeds in the following way: Chapter 2 describes

BC's electricity sector and in Chapter 3 I focus on the current policies to procure power from

IPPs and some of the barriers that IPPs face in producing power reliably. In Chapter 4, I outline

my policy problem and methodology. Chapter 5 conducts a literature review of the barriers that

renewable power producers face and the potential benefits and costs of restructuring electricity

systems to allow for more market competition. Chapter 6 begins my analysis by describing

interview results from stakeholders in BC's electricity sector. I attempt to identify barriers for

IPPs to produce electricity in the province. Chapter 8 employs a case study analysis of Australia,

Thailand, Germany, New Zealand and Norway to uncover market restructuring features and

renewable promotion policies that significantly expand production. Chapters 9, 10 and I I build

on the findings from my analysis by presenting and evaluating 3 policy alternatives to expand

supply from IPPs in Be. I use secondary data to evaluate the options based on the average annual

growth rates of electrical production and capacity. The case studies help to provide measures for

the relative effectiveness of market restructuring and renewable promotion policies. Finally, I

recommend the policy that has the highest evaluative score and conclude with some remarks on

the potential trade-offs of each policy.
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2: Overview of British Columbia's Electricity Sector

This chapter explains the make-up of BC's electricity sector with an emphasis on

electricity production. I outline the institutional structure of the electricity system by breaking

down ownership and management of generation, transmission, distribution and retailing of

electricity in the province. I also explain the current gap between demand and supply in the

province and the current policy direction of expanding electrical supply. I explore the future of

electricity production in the province by highlighting the challenges to the system that occur from

increasing demand and reductions in supply from phasing out existing BC Hydro-owned power

plants.

2.1 Electricity Generation

In 2006, BC generated 62,021 GWh of electricity (Statistics Canada, 2007). BC is the

third largest electricity producer in Canada after Quebec and Ontario. BC is endowed with

abundant hydrological resources suitable for generating electricity. Over 88 per cent of BC's

total electrical generation was from hydro with the remaining 12 per cent from thermal fossil fuel

(Statistics Canada, 2007). Electrical generation in BC has risen by almost 20,000 GWh over the

past 30 years. Both hydroelectric and fossil fuel generation have increased in the past 30 years

with fossil fuels increasing their overall share of total generation from 4 per cent to 12 per cent.

Figure 1 illustrates the increasing share of thermal generation in BC's generation system.

Thermal generation in the province is used during peak demand periods and to provide backstop

generation in the case of low water years.
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Figure 1: Electricity Generation in Be by source and the share ofthermal generation to total generation
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BC's electricity system is dependent on hydroelectric resources which has limitations.

Hydroelectric systems use the gravitational potential energy from water running from high to low

terrain. The more water l1lnning allows for more energy to be harnessed. But, water flows are

seasonal in nature. Because of the lack of predictability of precipitation, hydro systems usually

have to rely on backstop generation from other fuels or electricity imports in the case of critically

low water years. Tills partly explains the rise in the share of thermal generation in BC over the

last 5 years.

Hydro dams allow generators to store gravitational potential energy from running water

but they must maintain a minimum height of dam reservoirs in order to harness this energy.

Dams also have a maximum amount of water that can be stored in them. Seasons with high

precipitation sometimes have abundant energy that dams cannot contain forcing utilities to 'spill'

the water or produce excess electricity that has very little value. This time of year is called
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freshet. The freshet period lasts from the middle of April until the middle of July (Reimann,

2007).

In British Columbia, electricity is generated by both utilities and industry. Utilities are

corporations that engage in one or more of electrical generation, transmission or distribution

activities as their primary business model. Utilities can be publicly or privately owned. In BC,

the major utilities are crown corporations while some smaller utilities are privately owned.

Utilities have increased their share of total generation in the past 30 years. Utilities generate more

than 80 per cent of the electricity in the province up from 70 per cent in 1980 (Statistics Canada,

2007). Industrial generators typically generate electricity for their own use and do not transmit

electricity to other customers but this is changing. Industrial generators are increasingly selling

their surplus energy to BC Hydro and to international markets. Industrial finns that require

significant amounts of electricity may find is cheaper to build their own generating plants than to

pay for electricity from a utility. Cominco and Alcan are the largest industrial generators in the

province (BC Hydro, 2001 b).1 Alcan owns the Kemano dam on the Nechako River and Cominco

owns the Waneta dam on the Columbia River.

BC Hydro is the dominant utility in the province. This crown corporation owns over

11 ,323MW of generating capacity and generates, on average, 47,000GWh per year (BC Hydro,

2007e; Reimann, 2007). BC Hydro owns and manages 30 hydroelectric generating stations, two

natural gas plants and one combustion turbine (BC Hydro, 2007d). Hydro electricity from BC

Hydro dams (otherwise known as heritage hydro assets) accounts for over 85% of total electrical

capacity in the province and provide roughly 42,000 GWh per year (BC Hydro, 2006e). Thermal

generation and market imports make up the balance of generation (MEM, 2007b). BC Hydro's

major hydroelectric facilities are clustered around two regions in the province: the Peace River

Basin and the Columbia River. Approximately 3,400 MW of capacity is installed on the Peace

I Cominco is a mining and smelting corporation and AJcan is one of the world's largest aluminum
producers.
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River at two major hydro stations: GM Shrum and Peace Canyon. The Columbia River provides

4,959MW of capacity spread over 12 different generating stations. Revelstoke and Mica are the

two largest stations providing 3,785MW (Pineau, 2002). Outside of the Columbia and Peace

regions, the Burrard Thermal station provides 900MW of capacity and is located in the greater

Vancouver area to fill peak demand for the region and to maintain reliability in case oflow water

years where hydroelectric plants will not be able to provide enough annual energy (Pineau,

2002)?

While BC Hydro is the largest utility in the province, there are other utilities that

generate electricity. The Columbia Power Corporation (CPC) generates electricity from power

plants on the Columbia River. CPC is a crown corporation that was incorporated after the

Columbia River Treaty was signed in 1961 with the United States. It owns and manages the

185MW Anow Lakes and 125MW Brilliant Dam power stations (Columbia Basin Tmst, 2006).

The CPC operates as a joint venture with the Columbia Basin Tmst, (CBT) a crown corporation.

The CBT was "created in 1995 to work with residents of the Columbia Basin to promote social,

economic and environmental well-being in the region most affected by the Columbia River

Treaty" (Columbia Basin Tmst, 2006). FortisBC owns four power plants totalling 235MW on the

Kootenay River (FortisBC, 2007). Formerly West Kootenay Power, FortisBC is a privately

owned utility that also manages Cominco's 40MW hydroelectric plant.

Apart from industry and utilities, independent power producers (lPPs) make up the rest of

the generating sub-sector in the province. lPPs are private firms that own small to medium sized

generation plants and sell their electricity to distributors and retailers. lPPs are usually

distinguished from utilities because of their smaller size and the fact that most lPPs only operate

one or two different generating plants. lPPs began generating in the province in 1989 after a

ministerial order that required BC Hydro to purchase power from private producers (IPPBC,

2 The Burrard thermal plant also provides voltage control to the transmission system (Be Hydro, 2004b).
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2007). IPP activity cooled off in the 1990s after a new government imposed a freeze on IPPs'

sales of electricity to other jurisdictions.

Since the BC Liberals formed government in 2001, the IPP industry has grown

significantly. The BC Liberals used the 2002 Energy Plan to lay the policy framework to

increase IPP generation. The 2002 Plan prevented BC Hydro from building new generation

assets that weren't large hydro faci1ities and obliged the public utility to begin purchasing

electricity from IPPs. Since 2002, IPP generation has increased from 7 per cent to 13 per cent of

BC's total electrical generation (BC Hydro, 2006e; IPPBC, 2006). As of 2006, BC Hydro has

contracts with IPPs to produce 7,351 GWh of electricity annually (BC Hydro, 2006£).

2.2 Transmission and Distribution

BC Hydro owns the entire transmission infrastructure in the province but, the British

Columbia Transmission Corporation (BCTC) is responsible for managing the transmission

system on behalf of BC Hydro (Lin, 2007). BCTC was separated from BC Hydro in as part of the

2002 Energy Plan and is wholly owned by the provincial government. The impetus for change

was to scale back the vertical integration of BC Hydro to allow it to engage in trade with the

United States.3 BCTC acts as the transmission system operator (TSO) ensuring that the

transmission system is utilized properly. A TSO typically manages the physical infrastructure by

ensuring that energy flows aren't excessive at any transmission nodes, by maintaining the system

integrity through maintenance and upgrades, and by delivering power from generators to

distribution centres. BCTC does not have a balance sheet because it does not own the assets that

it manages. As a result, BC Hydro is financially responsible for the management decisions of

BCTC because they have to pay for all significant infrastructure and maintenance costs. Although

3 The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) must approve international trading relationships and
maintain that electricity sectors are competitive enough to be granted trading status. Regulators
unbundled BCTC from BC Hydro from fear of possible reciprocity from FERC (Marshall & Newnham,
2004).
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any new investment to the transmission system made by BCTC must be approved by the British

Columbia Utilities Commission (BCUC).

BC Hydro is also the province's primary electricity distributor and retailer. Electricity

distribution is the process of converting the high voltage electricity from generation plants to low

voltage electricity and then distributing the electricity over a network for consumer use. Metering

and billing consumers are key activities of the retailer. BC Hydro serves "more than 90% of the

residential customers and almost 94% of the electricity sold [to residential users]" (Pineau, 2002).

FortisBC and municipal utilities in Grand Forks, Kelowna, Nelson, New Westroillister, Pentiction

and Summerland serve the remaining 10 per cent of residential clients (BCUC, 2007a).

2.3 Regulatory Oversight

The BCUC is the regulatory body that oversees the electricity sector. Its mandate is to

ensure that: "rates charged for energy are fair, just and reasonable; energy [utilities] ... provide

safe, adequate and secure services to their customers; and shareholders of public utilities ... are

afforded reasonable opportunity to earn a fair return on their invested capital" (BCUC, 2007a). It

is empowered through the Utilities Commission Act to supervise the activities of all utilities and

has the power to improve service, set rate structures, and approve capital projects (Government of

British Columbia, 1996). BCUC also hears any grievances from ratepayers on the actions of

utilities and has the power to audit and conduct public hearings on behalf of ratepayers. The

BCUC is "more reactive than proactive" (Pineau, 2002) in that it does not direct BC Hydro or the

rest of the electricity sector and does not propose alternative regulations and visions. Figure 2

illustrates the electricity sector in Be.
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Figure 2: Oven;iew ofBe's Electricity Sector
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2.4 Electricity Supply Gap

Provincial demand for electricity has risen steadily over the last 15 years. Demand for

electricity has outstripped supply of electricity in the province since 2001. BC Hydro issues a

demand forecast with each Integrated Energy Plan (IEP). IEPs are electricity planning documents

used by the utility to forecast demand over time and acquire new supply every five years (BC

Hydro,2006e). The last assessment was in 2006 and BC Hydro predicted that mid-level demand

forecast will result in a 16,000 GWh deficit by 2016. Electricity demand is calculated by BC

Hydro to be a function of population, gross domestic product, employment, housing starts, the

price of electricity and other economic and demographic indicators. Annual demand for

electricity in BC is higher than available annual supply. Figure 3 illustrates the demand

projections which account for strong sustained economic growth. Supply will have to expand if

the province wants to balance this gap.

Figure 3: Electricity Supply and Demand in Be
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Almost all of the economically feasible large hydro sites have been developed which

presents a significant challenge for BC Hydro to fill the supply gap. Site C near Fort St. John on

the Peace River is one of the last economically feasible new large hydroelectric sites. BC Hydro

estimates that Site C could increase reliable capacity by 900MW and would contribute, on

average, 4,600 GWh per year (BC Hydro, 2008). Site C's viability has been investigated by BC

Hydro over the past 20 years but only in the last 4 years has the province proceeded with its

development process. Right now, the Site C project is in the consultation and planning phase of

the development process and there are no guarantees that it will be built. There are significant

hurdles in developing the dam. Estimates of construction costs for the project have more than

doubled since 2005 from $3.2 billion to $6.6 billion in nominal dollars (Simpson, 2007b). There

has been vocal community resistance from Fort St. John residents over constructing the dam as it

would flood about 9,310 hectares ofland (BC Hydro, 2005b). Even if Site C is constructed it will

not be able to fill the gap in provincial energy demand. Site C could supply 4,600GWh per year

which will make a sizeable dent in the gap but other generating sources will have to be developed

in order to make-up the remaining 10,000 GWh balance. Facility upgrades and IPPs are the most

likely candidates to address the gap to meet the self-sufficiency requirement.

Upgrading existing facilities under BC Hydro's Resource Smart program will help by

providing more capacity and annual production to some power plants. BC Hydro is refurbishing

some of its existing hydroelectric sites by adding new turbines and improving the efficiency of

existing infrastructure. BC Hydro is currently adding new turbines to its Revelstoke 5

hydroelectric plant which will add 500MW of new capacity and is adding 2 more turbines to the

Mica damn. The Burrard thermal plant is aging and needs capital investment to keep the facility

on-line past 2015. The plant's energy contribution to the grid has come into question because of

concems over greenhollse gas (GHG) and local emissions plus the changing regulatory

environment with respect to these emissions. In the most recent lEP, BC Hydro has forecasted
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future supply under the assumption that the BUlTard plant will close. However, BC Hydro is still

keeping its options open and a firm decision on Burrard 's future has not yet been made (BC

Hydro,2006e).

2.5 Importing electricity to fill the supply-gap

Importing electricity to meet the supply and demand gap has both benefits and costs to

the province. Figure 4 illustrates total electricity exports and imports to the province from both

utilities and industry. Industrial generators like Cominco have been selling their energy to export

markets for many years (NEB, 1997). BC is slowly reducing its historical trade surplus in

electricity. This figure is a little misleading because electrical trade from industry influences the

results toward a positive trade balance. Production from industry has not factored prominently in

BC's domestic portfolio as the big industrial generators have opted to sell most their electricity to

higher priced markets in the United States. Industrial generators are starting to factor more

prominently in BC's generating portfolio as BC Hydro has negotiated a purchase agreement for

energy produced by the Alcan owned Kemano dam (BC Hydro, 2007a). The important point is

that industrial generation tends to soften the trade deficit in the province and that industrial

generation is not yet a significant source of domestic supply for BC Hydro's portfolio. If we just

look at imp0l1s and exports made by BC Hydro then the situation becomes more interesting.
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Figure 4. Electricity Trade Balance in Be
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Table I demonstrates that BC Hydro has been a net electricity importer between 2001

and 2005. Importing electricity has been a successful business strategy for BC Hydro because the

utility makes use of an opportunistic business model. BC Hydro typically buys electricity from

other jurisdictions in Canada and the U.S. during off-peak times when the price of electricity is

low. When demand for electricity peaks, usually around dinner-time, BC Hydro sells its

electricity back to Washington and Alberta at a much higher price if there is excess peak capacity.

BC Hydro has enjoyed its most profitable years using this strategy but it cannot continue much

longer. Figure 5 demonstrates that peak demand may exceed peak capacity in the upcoming

years which will have significant effects on BC Hydro's business model.
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Table 1: Be Hydro purchased imports
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This business plan is only successful so long as there is excess peak capacity to sell to

other jurisdictions. If domestic peak demand equals total capacity then BC Hydro will not have

any excess peak capacity to sell to other jurisdictions at high prices. As illustrated in Figure 5,

BC Hydro expects peak demand to outstrip provincial capacity by 2010 (BC Hydro, 2006e).

When demand outstrips capacity, BC Hydro will have to buy expensive peak capacity. This will

expose the utility to the price volatility of electricity on the open market and incur significant

costs to rate payers. If total energy production lags behind demand, BC Hydro tisks lowering its

dams to the lowest regulated water heights. This will expose the utility to significant imports

during low-water years and will force the utility to import more and more electricity. Therefore,

there is a need to bring new generation and capacity online if rising demand cannot be mitigated.
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Figure 5: Capacity and projected peak load demand in BC
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Mid-Peak Demand Projection

So far, the market price dUling off-peak times has been relatively low but if emissions

from fossil fuel plants become more costly due to carbon abatement policies then this model may

not be financially viable if there isn't a commensurate increase in peak electricity prices to offset

the increased costs to BC Hydro. This strategy also increases the carbon footprint ofBC

electricity sector. By relying on coal fired electricity from other jurisdictions, BC is, in effect,

increasing demand for GHG intensive electricity in other jurisdictions. This is another reason

why the province wants to move away from imports to fill the province's need for electricity.

2.6 Electricity Pricing

BC Hydro uses an average-cost pricing scheme for electricity as mandated by the BCUC.

Average cost pricing is possible in a markets that favours natural monopolies where there are

increasing returns to scale. Natural monopolies exist where there are increasing returns over

quantities supplied. Markets that have increasing returns typically have high fixed costs. This is

the case in the electricity sector where significant capital is required to not only build generating

stations but the network of transmission and distribution systems (Depoorter, 1999). Operating
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costs such as fuel and labour do not factor as prominently especially when the majority of

generation comes from inexpensive (or free) hydro resources. Because it becomes cheaper per

unit sold for a ftrm to supply electricity with increased quantities, it would be cheaper for one

firm to supply all of the output rather than many competing firms to supply the same total amount

of output.

A monopoly will invest enough capital to satisfy demand for electricity and monopolies

are often regulated to ensure that they have adequate supplies to meet demand in the present and

future and that their prices reflect production costs. So long as the marginal cost of acquiring new

supply to meet demand is lower than the average cost then we consider the electricity market to

be a 'strong natural monopoly' because as more electricity is demanded the cheaper the cost is

per-unit. But once all of the inexpensive generation sites in the province have been developed

and all of the cheaply serviced geographic locations of the province have been brought onto the

electrical grid the marginal cost for new generation and transmission wire may rise. When

demand grows so that the cost of new supply is higher than the average cost then we refer to this

market as a weak natural monopoly. This is represented by point 'A' in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Strong and weak natural monopolies
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BC's electricity market is currently a weak natural monopoly. Provincial demand for

electricity has grown to the point where the marginal cost of new generation is higher than the

average cost because of increased pressure on capacity. So long as cheap hydroelectric power

was the backbone of the system electricity prices have held at a relatively low price. But, BC

Hydro's heritage hydro assets are strained and cannot produce enough electricity to meet annual

demand. Table 2 demonstrates the effect of expanding new sources of generation on the total

weighted cost of supply. The newer sources of energy (IPPs, market purchases, natural gas) are

costly compared to BC Hydro's heritage hydroelectric assets. Moreover, any new source of

electrical generation will have significantly higher costs than what the heritage hydro assets can

produce causing the average total cost to increase even further.
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Table 2: Unit costs ofelectricity from difJerentfuel sources
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2.7 The 2007 Be Energy Plan

The 2007 BC Energy Plan provides BC Hydro with a new mandate for the future of

electricity generation and procurement. Policy action 10 of the plan requires BC to become

electricity self-sufficient by 2016 with a zero net increase in emissions from all new generation

required to meet this target. BC Hydro must acquire enough electricity to satisfy all provincial

demand with "insurance." Insurance means that the province must acquire enough excess

capacity to ensure system reliability in tbe case of unplanned outages or low water years. Policy

action 21 of the plan requires that 90 per cent of all new generation must be renewable and that

non-renewable plants must offset their emissions to ensure that there are no new net emissions.

The Energy Plan limits BC Hydro's plant construction activities to large hydroelectric projects.

BC Hydro must procure electricity from IPPs for the remainder of all new acquisitions. If the

objectives of the plan were completely implemented, BC Hydro would stop being a net importer

of electricity by securing enough domestic generation from IPPs and from large hydroelectric

sites to meet all provincial demand (MEM, 2007a).

4 Non-integrated areas refers to remote communities that are not integrated into the transmission and
distribution system. Be Hydro is obliged to provide non-integrated areas with power that is off the grid.
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BC Hydro and the Province face some key challenges in fulfilling the policy goals of the

2007 Energy Plan. Over 16,000GWh of new generation must be online by 2016 (based on BC

Hydro's demand projections) to comply with energy self sufficiency and new energy supplies

must be predominantly renewable to comply with emission requirements. There is no shortage of

renewable sources of electricity in the province however. BC Hydro predicts that over 15,000

GWh per year of smaller scale renewable electrical potential is technically feasible to exploit

within 5 years (BC Hydro, 2002).

The BC Energy Plan is not without its share of critics who question the need for energy

self-sufficiency. Shaffer (2007) argues that self-sufficiency is too expensive in comparison to the

benefits that it will accrue to the province. He argues that a more cost-effective solution would be

to develop Site C and to continue importing electricity from other jurisdictions because the

combined cost of Site C and imports is less than the cost of procuring energy from J:PPs. If the

government is concerned about their emissions footprint then the costs of offsetting emissions

would be still be lower than using IPP renewable energy. From a cost-benefit point of view, the

2007 Energy Plan incurs significant costs to ratepayers in the name of self-sufficiency and low

emissions output without a similar amount of benefits. While a Shaffer offers a compelling

analysis he is overly optimistic on the effects of emissions leakage. Because BC is dependent on

fossil fuel generation from other jurisdictions it is increasing demand for thermal generation and

the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions associated with it. Shaffer believes that carbon offsets

could mitigate any incremental emissions from BC's demand but this assumes that offsets are

actually effective in reducing emissions. It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate whether

carbon offsets are indeed effective but there is a very strong debate on the moment over the value

of offsets (Kanter, 2007).

More broadly, the merits of introducing private actors and market competition into the

generating sector in BC are contentious. Proponents ofBC's publicly-owned power system bring
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up multiple critiques of any movement toward a more private system. Calvert (2006) argues that

not only will more private generators increase prices for ratepayers but it will also lead to more

environmental damage and the removal ofBC's water resources from the public to the private.

Because governments can borrow money with the lower interest rates, capital intensive projects

like power plants could be built less expensively by government than private producers

(Hampton, 2003). Also, because government is accountable for larger social benefits then just

profits Calvert (2006) argues that environmental considerations will factor more prominently in

decision making. Calvert also argues that after the electricity purchase agreement (EPA) expires

between an IFP and BC Hydro, the IFP is free to sell its power to any customer in North America

which will undermine the energy security of the province. While this argument is provoking it

lacks a cel1ain connection to the regulatory framework in Be. After discussing the issue with

staff at the Integrated Land Management Bureau (ILMB) they dismissed this concern as overly

reactive because it does not account for the Province's role is approving water and resource

licenses. One official stated that water licenses are valid for a maximum of 50 years before they

must be renewed. IPPs are therefore not licensed water rights into perpetuity and if there are

problems with an IPP exporting energy the ILMB can simply revoke the license. The official

stated that ultimately the province has paramount authority on all crown lands and on all rivers in

the province meaning that this concern is overly reactive.

The key issues at stake for these critics are the increased environmental damage from

private generators, higher costs for rate payers and less security for the province. The 2007 BC

Energy Plan is clearly a controversial policy decision by the provincial government. The point of

this sub-section is to report on critiques of the Energy Plan. This capstone is only concerned with

implementing the plan and does not make a stance on its merits or lack thereof. Therefore I will

not be assessing the arguments made by these critics.
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3: Independent Power Producers in Be

BC Hydro accepts the expanded role that IPPs will play in supplying electricity to the

province by increasing the amount of electricity bought through electricity purchase agreements

(EPAs) awarded to IPPs. IPPs supply over 6,000 GWh annually to BC Hydro and add

approximately 1,000 GW or 9 percent of total capacity to the system (BC Hydro, 2006f; IPPBC,

2006). BC Hydro has awarded EPAs to 99 different IPP projects (BC Hydro, 2007c). BC Hydro

awarded EPAs for more than double the electricity that BC Hydro originally had planned to

purchase from IPPs in the 2006 Call for Tenders. IPPs have been contracted to supply 5,951

GWh a year of finn electricity from the 2006 call for tenders. This is an increase from the 2,700

GWh/year in the original call but still falls 1,300 GWh/year short of demand projections in

2011 (BC Hydro, 2006f). Plant size varies significantly between different IPP projects. The

smallest project to-date is the 0.77 MW Pierce Creek hydro plant and the largest is the East Toba

Montrose Hydroelectric project at 196 MW (Vlcek, 2007). IPP projects will deliver anywhere

from 4 to 1,612GWh per year.

3.1 Power purchases from IPPs

BC Hydro uses two separate mechanisms to purchase power from IPPs: calls for tenders

and a standing offers. In the call for tenders BC Hydro detennines a fixed amount of electricity

that it wants to procure from IPPs; it then invites IPPs to bid for a share of the supply. Bid

applications to BC Hydro detail all of the project specifics which include the plant size, the

location, IPPs experience, access to fmancing, cost of production, quantity and quality of the

resource, pennitting, community consultations. BC Hydro perfom1s a risk assessment of the

project based on operational and organizational experience of the bidder, financial viability of the
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operator and the project, and the status of the project based on its resource level, emissions,

control of the site through proper permits and impacts on local communities. If there is a

favorable risk assessment, BC Hydro negotiates the terms of the EPA with the IPP based on the

amount of firm and non-firm energy that the project can supply to BC Hydro each month and the

purchase price for both firm and non-firm energy.s EPAs are typically 15 to 20 years in length

(BC Hydro, 2006f). Call for tenders are windows of opportunities for IPPs to negotiate sales of

electricity to BC Hydro. Call for tenders are not regularly scheduled and they are only typically

open for no more tban six months. (BC Hydro, 2006f) All the electricity purchased by BC Hydro

from IPPs to date has been negotiated through a call for tender process.

Since 2002, BC Hydro has issued 4 calls for IPP power. The Customer-Based

Generation call was the first call issued in 2002. It offered to acquire a modest 800 GWh from

[PPs and there were no limitations on the type of fuel used for generation. BC Hydro offered 5

IPPs contracts totaling 500 GWh per year (BC Hydro, 2005a). The next call was the 2003 Green

Call which procured 1,700 GWh of green power from 16 IPP projects (BC Hydro, 2005c). The

Vancouver Island Call for Tenders was issued in 2004 to acquire power for Vancouver Island.

This call was controversial as the winning bid was the Duke Point Thermal plant. BC Hydro

rescinded the award for this bid and no other projects were chosen from this call for tenders (BC

Hydro,2006g). The most recent call was the 2006 Call for Tenders which offered to acquire up

to 6000 GWh from renewable IPPs (BC Hydro, 2006f).6 BC Hydro plans on issuing a fifth call

later this year in 2008 for more clean IPP power. The terms of that call are still being finalized.

To aJlow for more flexibility, BC Hydro has opened another procurement method to IPPs.

S Refer to Section 3.2.1 for a description of firm and non-firm energy.

6 Section 4.1 offers a analysis of the results of these calls for power.
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Standing offers for power have not yet been used by BC Hydro but they are to be

implemented in 2008. Standing offers are only open to IPPs with a plant capacity of 10MW or

less. The standing offer program is a continuous call for power allowing eligible IPPs to apply to

sell their electlicity to BC Hydro at any time. BC Hydro sets a base purchase price for electricity

that is non-negotiable. Purchase prices differ per region with generators located closer to the

lower mainland receiving higher prices. Purchase prices vary per month with premiums paid to

IPPs that can supply energy in low water months and during peak periods. For both the call for

tenders and standing offer processes the purchase price of electricity is indexed over the term of

the contract at a rate of 50% of the consumer price index to account for rising costs to the IPPs.

3.2 Specific considerations when procuring IPP power

Because most IPPs in the province use renewable resources for power production, they

produce variable quantities of electricity over the year based on the seasonal strength of the

renewable resource. IPPs predominantly use small hydroelectIic power plants to produce

electricity. Of the 39 projects awarded contracts from BC in 2006, 30 were small hydro power

plants (BC Hydro, 2006b).7 Renewable resources such as water and wind have unreliable

intensities that cause fluctuations of the IPP's annual production. Run-of-the-river hydro projects

experience significant variation between their maximum and minimum production due to the

inconsistency of river flows. 8 During the freshet period, water flows and, subsequently, electrical

generation will be much higher than at other times of the year. Seasonal variance in renewable

resource quality forces IPPs to distinguish betweenflrm and nonjirm energy.

7 Refer to Appendix 1 for a full listing of all IPP projects in the province and their operations status.

8 Run-of-the-river plants typically do not have any water storage and use a penstock to drive a turbine.
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3.2.1 Firm vs. non-firm energy

Firm energy is the amount that an IPP can consistently supply regardless of the time of

year. Non-firm energy is electricity produced by the rpp that is above their firm energy

requirement. Firm energy requirements are important to BC Hydro because it is a guaranteed

deliverable to the system. IPPs must supply BC Hydro their fixed monthly fim1 energy quota.

The utility can manage its own generating assets based on the amount of firm energy supplied to

the system from third palties. Because of the increasing reliance on IPPS for new generation and

capacity, firm energy commitments from IPPs are a crucial concem for BC Hydro. To account

for this importance BC Hydro purchases firm energy from IPPs at a higher price than non-firm

energy.

An IPP's value to the total system is measured by how much energy it can deliver in

traditionally scarce energy seasons. The value of IPP generated power is lower to BC Hydro

during freshet. IPPs that can deliver firm energy in non-freshet periods are thus more valuable to

BC Hydro because they reduce energy constraints on the system. BC Hydro has implemented

month-specific pricing of energy purchases from IPPs to provide incentives to IPPs to find

resources that can produce outside of the freshet period.

IPPs must pay financial penalties if they do not meet their monthly firm energy

requirement. These 'liquidated damages' clauses are an important component of every EPA

awarded to IPPs. Liquidated damages are also charged if IPPs they fail to meet their commercial

operations date. BC Hydro uses these financial penalties to ensure system reliability and to hold

IPPs to their contractual commitments. They are a disincentive for IPPs to be overly optimistic

on the strength of their annual resource. Liquidated damages are calculated as 90% of the dollar

value the energy that was not delivered to BC Hydro.
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3.2.2 Interconnection Costs

Transmission costs are another important consideration in the procuring process. Many

IPPs are located in remote areas of the province and require significant new construction of

transmission lines from the generator to the grid. Costs are borne both by BC Hydro and the

individual IPP depending on the type of construction. BCTC divides construction costs into two

categories, direct assignment and network upgrade. IPPs are responsible for the direct

assignment costs which are infrastructure and equipment costs built for the sole purpose of an

individual generator. They typically include the high voltage line from the generator to the main

transmission lines. BC Hydro is responsible for network upgrade costs which are upgrades to the

transmission infrastructure that are of benefit to all users. So long as the IPP is selling their

energy to BC Hydro under one of the official procuring processes mentioned above, the IPP does

not have to pay for the network upgrade cost (BCTC, 2006). When IPPs submit their application

to BC Hydro for an EPA, they must first contact BCTC and get an order of magnitude quote for

the projected costs of building a connection to their power plant. Once the EPA has been

awarded and the IPP is ready to start construction, BCTC will issue a firm quote for the costs of

interconnection.

3.3 Permitting and Regulations

Each application to BC Hydro must be accompanied with a completed set of provincial

permits. Power plants that use different types of resources need a different set ofpelmits. The

basic set of permits required from IPPs is a provincial land tenure agreement, a water license and

an environmental assessment. In order to successfully acquire these permits, IPPs must collect at

least a year's worth of resource and environmental data on their proposed site. According to one

provincial official, this process typically costs about $2-3 million dollars and can take up to 4

years to complete. After the data collection, the permitting review process at the provincial and

federal levels can take up to two years to complete. Provincial and federal officials recognize that
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this length of time is not optimal. A large influx of applications since the 2002 Energy Plan and a

lack of new government resources needed to process and respond to this high volume have

lengthened the regulatory approval period (MacKnight, 2007). The permitting process is

described below.

3.3.1 Land Tenures and Water Licenses

The first step in the pennitting process is for the IPPs to prospect for available sites. IPPs

can apply for an exploratory permit to go out on the land and evaluate the strength of the resource

which usually takes 1 or 2 years. If the resource is adequate and is located on crown land, IPPs

can apply for full land tenure, which is a multi-step process by which the province hears from all

parties affected by the land tenure agreement. IPPs are not required to consult with affected

parties but they must notify affected parties prior to submitting the land tenure application to the

provlDce.

The Integrated Land Management Board (lLMB) is responsible for reviewing the

application and collecting input from affected parties during the approval process. The ILMB

may also require (at the IPPs expense) feasibility studies on the strength of the resources, timber

appraisals for cleared land and land valuations (MEM, 2007c). Local government and First

Nations groups are the most common parties affected by a land tenure agreement for the right to

produce power. Once these groups are adequately consulted, the ILMB sends the application to

the minister for approval. The water license application is similar to the land tenure only that the

Ministry of Environment (MoE) is responsible for the water license review. They require an

assessment of impacts and mitigation measures undertaken with regard to water quality, fish

habitat, recreational impacts, flood control, environmental hazards, and hazard to the public

(MEM, 2007c). Water licenses are issued for a maximum of 40 years, after which the license is

transferred back to the Province.
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3.3.2 Environmental Assessments

Most [PP projects must submit an environmental assessment (EA) of the project. All IPP

projects over 50MW are required to provide an EA Projects smaller than 50MW are required

complete an EA if it triggers any official assessment criteria. Some of the triggers include,

constructing a dam that is over 15 meters high and diverting more than 10 million cubic meters of

water per year. (Government of British Columbia, 2006) The Minister of Environment has the

authority to order an EA on any project. The process for evaluating EAs involves collecting input

from affected parties, conducting technical studies of the environmental, social, economic, and

health effects of the project, mitigating adverse impacts, and making recommendations to the

applicant (MEM, 2007c). IPPs must also comply, in some circumstances, with a Federal

environmental assessment (FEA). FEAs are triggered when the project is located on Federal

land, where the Federal government is a project proponent or provides funding, or requires

regulatory approval through legislation like the Fisheries Act (Carter, 2007). FEAs consider the

environmental impacts, the effects of accidents and malfunctions, and ongoing cumulative effects

of a project. FEAs may also review the project purpose, alternative approaches, and renewable

energy capacity of a project. FEAs and EAs are very similar and usually assess the same criteria.

Both processes collect input from local communities and First Nations groups. Applications

requiring both EAs and FEAs require a significant amount of redundancy for IPPs to notify and

consult. Effort is underway to coordinate the two levels of government and implement a joint

environmental assessment process.

3.3.3 Community and First Nations consultation

A recurring requirement for a successful water license, land tenure agreement and

environmental assessment is to engage with First Nations groups that are affected by the project.

These groups are important to the negotiations process because the Province has a legal

obligation to consult with First Nations on any project where they have a land-claim. Crown land
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composes 92 per cent of all the land in BC and much of it is under a land claim. IPPs have had to

incorporate First Nations groups into their project development process. IPPs are not required by

BC Hydro to consult with First Nations prior to submitting their applications for an EPA. But

successful projects must have all the permits completed by the time that they have been awarded

and EPA. IPPs can only have completed permits once they have demonstrated to the Province

that that these groups have been properly consulted with. There isn't a defined list of criteria that

satisfies proper and completed negotiations. But, the Province has a legal obligation to ensure

that First Nations are not adversely affected and a fiduciary obligation to ensure that aboriginal

rights and title are not infringed. The Province tends to err on the side of caution with any issue

surrounding aboriginal issues and as such, most IPPs engage in thorough meaningful

negotiations.

Consulting with First Nations is typically a two stage process. IPPs must first reach a

preliminary agreement on the framework for negotiations with the affected group. The second

stage is negotiating with First Nations after the EPA has been awarded and before construction

begins. This process takes, according to my discussions with IPPs, about 2 years and IPPs are

financially responsible for all of the costs of negotiations. The specific interests of aboriginal

groups in the negotiations process vary and there is no one cookie-cutter model to how

negotiations are carried through. Most First Nations communities are organized like municipal or

regional governments which have their own unique policies and processes. Recently, these

communities have developed their own land-use plans which break up very large tracks of land

under claim into zones. Generally, when IPP projects are located on lands earmarked for

development, negotiations may be simpler. In sum, First Nations consultations essentially add

another layer to permitting and regulatory approval. The processes to successfully acquire all the

necessary permits and begin construction are comprehensive and complex for IPPs.
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4: Policy Problem and Methodology

IPPs face many barriers to produce reliable electricity in BC to meet the goals of the 2007

Energy Plan. Hence, it is unlikely that IPPs will be able to supply enough electlicity to meet BC's

self sufficiency target by 2016. Reliability of IPP supply is diminished when IPPs invest too

heavily in one type of resource for generation and when systemic constraints inhibit IPPs from

reaching their commercial operation date and delivering their firm energy quota. This capstone

attempts to answer which market conditions, regulatory conditions and renewable promotion

policies are amenable to expanding IPP supply and improving their reliability. This capstone also

attempts to answer the question of bow to increase renewable generation to fill the supply

demand gap in BC while controlling the cost increases to ratepayers.

4.1 Problems with IPP production to date

Contract attrition of EPAs awarded to IPPs and endemic delays in IPPs meeting their

commercial operation date (COD) indicates that there is a policy problem in the province. In the

2003 Green Call for IPPs, BC Hydro capped the purchase price at $55/MWh. This low price cap

coincided with a construction and commodity boom in the province which according to one

ILMB official caused most the IPP projects to eventually become economically infeasible. As a

result, the 2003 Green Call suffered from a high attrition rate with only 2 of the 18 awarded

EPAs reaching their COD (BCUC, 2007b). The 2006 Call for Tenders used the same process

only with no price cap. It is still too early to assess whether the 2006 call will be successful but in

my discussion with IPPs there still exist some significant financial barriers especially for non

conventional green technologies like wind and biomass and that COD delays are already

expected. IPPs have stated that the financial penalties that BC Hydro imposes on their EPAs only
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delays their construction efforts and increases the likelihood of attrition. In response, to this

criticism BC Hydro is now doubling the electricity it purchases from rPPs because of possible

attrition but it has not indicated that it will review the financial barriers that rPPs have mentioned.

(BC Hydro, 2006b). Doubling purchases from rPPs is a short-term solution while potential

systemic issues that inhibit IPP production in the province should be addressed.

FUl1hennore, rPP production is costly when compared to the average cost that BC Hydro

produces meaning that ratepayers will face cost increases. Rising costs of generation aren't

necessarily a problem but there is evidence that costs are rising because of market inefficiencies.

Contract attJition is commonplace between rPPs and BC Hydro. BC Hydro estimates that a

"reasonable" rate of attrition for successful projects is somewhere between 20 and 30 per cent

(BC Hydro, 2006f). BC Hydro builds the likelihood of project attrition and COD delays into their

tendering process for rPP power by acquiring more electricity than the original terms of the call

for power. BC Hydro must first over-procure electricity beyond what it needs incurring extra

costs to ratepayers. Contract attrition leads to inappropriate levels of over-procurement which

tend to erase the efficiency benefits of a privatized market (California Energy Commission,

2006). BC Hydro would have to purchase energy it does not need for the period of the EPA

which often runs longer than 20 years. While speaking to both a BC Hydro official and an

official with ILMB they both stated that contract attrition was a significant problem for the utility

to balance system reliability with low costs.

Moreover, the emphasis in the 2007 Energy Plan on green generating technologies places

barriers on BC Hydro to acquire reliable supply. Some attrition from IPPs is to be expected

according to the California Energy Commission (2006). In a survey of green energy contracts

amounting to over 21,500MW, the COnllllission found that contract attrition is pervasive.

Enviromnental benefits are another casualty of high contract failure. Wiser et al. (2005) detail the

effect that contract failure has had on renewable energy portfolios in California. Failure has
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forced the state to slow down environmental emissions targets and to increase reliability on

traditional fossil fuel fired plants. The effects of contract failure run counter to the very goals that

BC is trying to promote: efficient, emission free electricity markets.

Attrition undercuts the policy objectives of the provincial government in meeting energy

self-sufficiency and in providing more environmentally benign power to the province. Even with

zero rates of attrition from the latest 2006 Call for Tenders, the amount of electricity procured

will not be enough to meet electrical demand by 201 1(Vlcek, 2007). Ultimately the policy

problem is two-fold: BC needs to address barriers to IPP production to have reliable and cost

effective power purchases and; BC needs to promote more IPP generation above current business

as usual rates to meet the self-sufficiency target of the Energy Plan.

4.2 Scope

The policy analysis will is concerned with balancing the need to acquire new reliable

electrical production from IPPs with minimizing costs of acquiring new power. BC has enjoyed

low electricity rates for decades thanks to its hydroelectric system. This analysis does not

advocate keeping electricity rates low in the province. Any policy that will implement the plan

will be accompanied with higher rates. I attempt to pursue an evaluation of relative effectiveness

of increasing IPP supply weighted against the expected magnitude of cost increases to ratepayers

with a focus on minimizing these increases. Maintaining BC's comparative advantage of low

rates through green electricity production is a key goal of this analysis.

This capstone attempts to address the barriers to production for IPPs by using market

oriented policies. Reaching self-sufficiency with increased private competition in the generating

sector to harness BC's renewable resources presents unique challenges. Competition, renewable

electrical production and expanding supply often are at odds with one another as I will illustrate

in the literature review.
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4.3 Methodology

To address the question developed above, I focus on three methodologies. First, I conduct a

literature review that provides the theoretical framework on what type of restructured electricity

markets work and what the significant barriers are to renewable production. Second, interviews

with IPPs and government officials are conducted to understand the barriers specific to Be.

Third, I look at how 5 different jurisdictions have structured their electricity markets and what

type of policies they use to promote renewable electrical production. To gauge relative

effectiveness I look at average annual growth rates of supply and renewable supply before and

after policies were implemented. Because electricity sectors differ so markedly across national

boundaries and because there are hosts of issues specific to each case affecting growth rates I

approach my findings cautiously and qualify them with this in mind. I place emphasis on

findings that corroborate theories from the literature review and on outcomes that seem to have

happened in more than one case. For the purpose of policy evaluation, I also look at growth rates

in electricity rates before and after a policy was implemented.

I link my findings with how well they address existing barriers for IPPs in Be. To uncover

these barriers I used interviews with stakeholders in BC's electricity sector asking them what

their perceived barriers were. I focused on interviews with IPPs as they would have the deepest

knowledge of the issues affecting them. The tradeoff is that IPPs may tend to overstate the

barriers meaning that interview results should also be evaluated carefully. Once I have evaluated

the barriers I build policy options from the case studies and evaluate each option on how it

addresses real barriers in BC for IPPs.
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5: Literature Review

This section surveys some of the existing literature related to competition in generation

and renewable energy generation. I break the issue down into two separate but related

compartments, liberalization of generation and promotion of renewable energy. My background

research indicates that introducing competition to the electricity market and promoting renewable

energy options are two different fields of research. In order to promote successful policy options

to implement the 2007 Energy Plan I must first disentangle these two issues and look at the

important market and policy factors that affect electrical supply.

Market restructuring of electricity sectors has been a dynamic field of scholarly research.

Amid high profile restructuring failures in the United States, researchers seek to identify key

design features of electricity markets that reduce vulnerability and improve efficiency for

electricity producers and consumers. In the first sub-section I overview the potential benefits

from restructuring from the vantage ofBC's electricity sector. I then describe key design

elements of a well functioning restructured electricity market. Finally, I summarize the system

that BC uses and point out its potential benefits and failures. In the second sub-section I

specifically look at renewable power production and describe some of the barriers that they face

to gain entry into an electricity market.

5.1 The case for introducing competition to electricity sectors

Market restructuring of electricity sectors has caught the attention of academics and

policy makers since the 1980s. A shifting attitude towards competitive markets was the product

of many different factors. Technological improvements, changing political and economic

ideologies, and apparent failures like significant cost increases and rolling blackouts among
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existing electricity sectors have prompted closer examinations of the benefits from electricity

sector refolm. In this section I outline the reasons for restructuring electricity sectors towards

more competitive market-oriented systems.

Interest in restructuring started when economists and researchers noticed that many

electricity systems were operating inefficiently. By the mid-1980s economists began noticing

that some electricity sectors were operating with significant inefficiencies. Vertically integrated

monopolies have the incentive to over-supply electrical capacity because they do not carry the

full risk of their investments. Monopolies do not have to worry about ratepayers switching to

other electricity retailers. Because ratepayers are captured by the monopoly, they bear the brunt

of the risk associated with a vertical monopoly's capacity investment decisions through higher

rates (Stridbaek, 2005). By introducing competition to electricity markets, firms -not ratepayers-

will shoulder the risk of investment making for a more efficient sector through tighter capacity-

demand margins.

Economists and policy advisors proposed restructuring the system so that private

producers could compete with one another directly and sell their electricity either to a single-

buyer or to a competitive spot market with multiple buyers. 9 Having competitive firms investing

in generation would transfer the risk from new power investment off the ratepayers and on to the

suppliers. By doing so, the supply-demand gap would be 'tightened' and overcapacity would be

eliminated. Competition would also create incentives for generating firms to reduce costs,

improve labour productivity, increase trade with other jurisdictions and develop new energy

options (lEA, 2001). These combined effects would work to lower rates for ratepayers and

improve the total overall efficiency of the system. However, applying theory to practice has been

a challenge for policy makers. There is no universal model from which to design restructuring

efforts and each jurisdiction's electricity sector is unique.

9 Spot markets are electricity trading markets where sellers and purchasers submit their volumes and prices
at regularly scheduled intervals throughout the day.
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There are other problems with vertically integrated electricity monopolies. First, the

price of electricity may not accurately reflect the marginal cost of production. This is because the

monopolized electricity markets usually regulate their electricity rates to reflect the average

cost. IO Also, because many of these monopolies were backed by the state, they could secure

financing rates lower than the market rate. Without price signals that reflect the marginal costs of

production market based behaviour between consumers and producers is distorted (Stridbaek,

2005). Producers and consumers often supply and demand electricity at prices that are not in-line

with the market-clearing equilibrium price. Recently in BC, the price of peak electricity has been

lower than the marginal cost of peak supply. This means that consumers have incentives to over-

consume electricity during expensive-to-supply times of day. Also, rising demand isn't priced to

reflect the marginal cost of new supply which explains, in part, why there has been a shortage in

supply in the province. Another problem is that, there is cross-subsidisation across ratepayers. A

monopoly can choose to charge different rates to different customers and is often forced to due to

political interference. Large industrial customers typically enjoy subsidized energy at the cost of

the whole rate base (Sioshansi & Pfaffenberger, 2006). An example of cross-subsidization was

the proposed expansion ofBCTC's high voltage wires to North-Western BC for expanded mining

activity. I I The costs of the transmission lines would be borne by all ratepayers instead ofjust the

select few mining companies who will use the power transmitted by the lines.

Technological advancement in the 1980s reduced the economies of scale for electrical

generation that made smaller generators more competitive (lEA, 200 I). Specifically, the advent

of the combined cycle gas turbine generator allowed utilities to build high output generating

plants with significantly less capital investment. Firms could produce electricity competitively

without nationally-backed financing which led policy makers to ask whether large public

enterprises were necessary to provide reliable and cheap electricity.

10 As discussed in Section 2.6.

II This project has since been put on hold.
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Publicly-owned vertically integrated utilities were another area of concern for efficient

electricity systems. Public utilities are subject to uncompetitive behaviour from political

tinkering which further distorts markets. This was the case in Ontario and other jurisdictions with

the reliance on nuclear power (Hampton, 2003). Utilities were directed to pursue nuclear options

under the premise that nuclear technology would create significant employment and investment

opportunities. Competitive firms would have likely avoided nuclear power after the significant

cost overruns came to bare on their balance sheets. Ratepayers in Ontario are still paying for

billions of dollars in nuclear power investment which could have been supplied with significantly

cheaper alternatives (Hampton, 2003). Utilities could have likely secured electrical generation at

a fraction of the cost of nuclear had they been price takers instead of price makers (Borenstein,

2001 ).

Efficiency improvements are not guaranteed however. After almost ten years, we can

begin to assess the restructuring efforts that began in the mid-1990s. It is still early to make any

solid conclusions, as there have been both positive and negative outcomes to liberalization. Some

jurisdictions show clear efficiency improvements while others show system reliability issues and

price volatility. Some American states experienced the highest price volatility and had significant

reliability issues capped off by enormous price spikes and brownouts in California and blackouts

in the northeast (Considine & Kleit, 2007; Joskow, 2006). Alternatively, the UK, Norway,

Australia and others have demonstrated gradual decline in real electricity prices since full

adoption of restructuring efforts (Stridbaek, 2005). Divergent outcomes of restructuring prompt

a further examination of the important detern1inants of success and failure.

Joskow (2006, 2007) argues that the effects of restructuring have been case specific and

that some jurisdictions, like California, have incuned significant costs because of liberalization.

He states that improper design, overly ambitious reforms, and inadequate regulators result in high

costs. Electricity is an unconventional product that needs its own lens of analysis. Because
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electricity must be consumed at the moment it is produced, equating supply with demand at every

moment of the day is a critical concern of any electrical system. Any small technical failure in

the distribution, transmission and generation sector could disrupt this precarious equilibrium.

Electricity pricing fluctuates significantly because demand for electricity varies tlu"oughout the

day. Demand is also dependent on irregular variables like the weather. Because supply must be

instantaneously matched with demand and because of the high daily and seasonal variability,

managing a competitive electricity system is crucial to maintain the integrity of the system.

(Hunt, 2002) This makes the imperative of promoting and purchasing privatized renewable power

under a sound policy framework that much more important from a Be perspective.

The "textbook model" (Joskow, 2007) of electrical sector reform shows that it is the most

successful in minimizing costs to ratepayers and maximizing benefits to society. The core

components of this model are as follows:

• Unbundle the sector into generation, transmission and distribution with independent

entities controlling each function. Vertically integrated utilities often distort the market

in their favour if they control both generation and transmission by baITing entry for new

generators. Utilities that own both retail and generators can also tilt the market in their

favour by forgoing the need to hedge electricity supply for future spikes in demand

because they know that they will receive any supply to meet higher demand through

intra-company trade at a fraction of the cost of the futures market. Tills makes entry for

others retailers very difficult.

• Privatize the sectors where competition between many private firms is likely to take

place. Generation and distribution are most ripe for privatization.

• Regulate the sector with an independent regulator mandated with ensuring system

reliability and fostering competition in the sector.

• Create markets in the parts of the electrical sector where competition will benefit

consumers. A market approach to purchase electricity from generators will eventually be

the most efficient for consumers (Victor & Heller, 2006).

Apart from the textbook model, there are many pitfalls that jurisdictions fall into when

restructuring their electricity markets. Joskow stresses the importance of proper design in
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electricity market restructuring. The institutional, regulatory and market mechanisms that have

worked in transforming electricity sectors must be taken in account.

What does this all mean to BC? BC has been lucky to avoid many of the problems that

plagued other jurisdictions but, there are still areas where the province's electricity sector can

improve. Some would argue that BC's electricity system is unique because it has not experienced

the typical drawbacks of publicly-owned vertically integrated electricity systems. BC enjoys very

low electricity rates and its abundance of capacity has been good business. These low electricity

rates may be a concern and moving to a more market oriented model would stimulate consumers

to use electricity more efficiently. Also, as new generation becomes more expensive and demand

continues to increase significantly, newer market models could be more beneficial to BC's

ratepayers and the environment. The former chair of the BCUC notes that BC is bucking the

international trend in market restructuring and missing out on potential improvements in

efficiency (M. Jaccard, 2001). Hydro's recently proposed projects include a natural gas power

plant and the Site C dam. Before any decision is made whether to build large hydro sites or gas

plants with carbon capture, smaller plants could be explored to reduce their potential cost while

maintaining adequate capacity margins. A possible solution to reduce path dependency on large

mega-projects is to orient the electricity system toward small suppliers and IPPs that are "usually

proving to be plentiful, cheaper, better for the environment, more socially desirable and less

risky" (M. Jaccard, 2001). But can BC's limited restructuring bring similar benefits? BC's

current model for restructuring is explained in the next section.

5.2 Strengths and Weaknesses of the Single-Buyer Model

BC began actively recruiting market competition in the generating sector after the 2002

BC Energy Plan. The province adopted a single-buyer model for introducing competition in

electrical generation. There is no specific legal obligation for IPPs to sell their energy to BC

Hydro but because of high transmission fees ifIPPs sell to another client (especially to a client in
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the U.S.) as well as because of the complexity in finding a buyer and negotiating the terms of a

supply contract almost all IPPs are relegated to negotiate with Be Hydro. The single-buyer

model is often considered a first-step in electricity market liberalization (Hunt, 2002). It is the

simplest model of restructuring as no major systemic changes to utilities or electrical markets

need to be implemented. Single-buyer markets typically involve a directive from govenm1ent to

a monopolistic utility to purchase electricity from independent producers. The single-buyer

offers long-term contracts at a fixed price to independent generators. Once a contract has been

awarded, independent generators have easier access to financing because investors know that the

single-buyer is good for the payment over the term of the agreement. Transferring risk away

from IPPs and onto the single-buyer is a key component to stimulate investment in capital

intensive generation.

Single-buyer markets have some problems though. Electricity purchased from IPPs is

non-dispatchable by the utility meaning that the utility has no control over the amount of energy

supplied by IPPs above the firm energy commitment in the purchase agreement. IPPs are

required to meet montWy or yearly quotas for production but the utility cannot dispatch more

production from the IPP when the system needs more energy. Non-dispatchability of supply

stunts the amount of total supply that the operator can buy because it is non-firm energy.

Operators can ensure that there is a minimum of firm energy supplied by IPP contracts but they

cannot efficiently operate the system if they cannot control variable energy flows from

intermittent renewable resources. When demand is high in a competitive system using wholesale

markets, the market operator would be able to dispatch the least-cost power supplies based on that

interval's spot price. In a single-buyer system, the utility is locked into to purchase energy firm

energy from all suppliers whether it needs to or not. In the event that it needs to dispatch for

more energy it can only dispatch the lowest cost non-firm energy that it is not contractually

committed to purchasing (Arizu, Gencer, & Maurer, 2006). In this respect, the utility cannot take
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advantage of more efficient production from market signals and is instead locked into long-term

contractual commitments that may be higher than the market price at any given time.

Hypothetically, if a system was built on a majority of non-dispatchable energy from IPPs the

electricity system operator would lose control of the system because it could not control how

much energy it received at anyone time (Hunt, 2002).

Long-term purchase agreements are another concern. IPPs hedge market risk by securing

long-term purchase agreements with the buyer but these contracts could stymie transition to more

competitive systems because of contractual obligations. Long-term contracts do not promote

competition between firms to minimize costs and to stimulate innovation. Producers will absorb

all of the gains from more efficient production. To summarize, single-buyer models ease entry

for private generators into the market but they also can make for an inefficient, rigid system.

5.3 Barriers for Renewable Energy

Liberalized markets may improve efficiency but they may be ineffective in bringing

renewable generation online (Helby, 2005). Because renewable energy is not as cost-competitive

with other resources, we need to implement policies to promote their use. Renewables are not as

cost competitive for many different reasons. The energy intensity of renewable fuels is lower

than that of fossil fuels used for electrical generation. For example, coal contains 27 Gigajoules of

energy per tonne and natural gas contains 35 Megajoules of energy per cubic metre (OakRidge

National Laboratory, 2008). Renewable energy has much lower energy intensity levels when

compared to their cost of development (Jaccard, 2005). Renewable energy sources cannot be

stored or moved as easily as tonnes of coal, barrels of oil, or pipelines of natural gas and

renewable energy is seasonally intermittent. Renewable promotion policies have focused on

either establishing market niches or subsidising renewable generation. The risk to renewable

producers is usually much higher than for conventional technologies because the technology is

unproven and the renewable resources are more costly to harness (Lauber, 2005). Liberalisation
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has some positive effects. Renewable generators often have much better access to the electrical

grid and competitive retail markets allow consumers to choose renewable options (Helby,

2005).12 Therefore, restructured markets can both inhibit and promote clean power production.

The challenge is to establish new renewable generation within a more competitive generating

sector in the Be.

Painuly (2001) outlines a broad framework of analysis to examine the barriers that

renewable producers might face in an electricity system. He breaks down the barriers into five

categories: financial barriers, market barriers, institutional barriers, technical barriers and societal

barriers:

• Financial barriers: are project specific and tend to focus on the economics of the project

and the firms access to financing and investment. They could be a lack of revenue for

their projects, onerous taxes or a lack of affordable credit to invest in a project.

• Market barriers are broader economic reasons that hold back renewable technology.

Externalities, trade barriers, and subsidies to non-renewable energy options all distort the

market against such technology.

• Institutional barriers are inadequate regulatory frameworks and expertise among

concerned agencies in renewable technologies. A lack of knowledge of available

renewable potential at the government level and path dependency on one type of

technology in the utility are examples of institutional barriers. Institutional barriers can

also be economic dependency on certain industries that require cheap electricity.

• Technical barriers can be the lack of a suitable knowledge base among labour,

entrepreneurs and regulators. Inadequate supplies of renewable energy potential and

inadequate transmission facilities are also technical barriers.

• Societal barriers are community resistance to renewable generation plants and an

unwillingness to absorb the higher costs of renewable generation.

Building on Painuly's framework, Fuchs and Arentsen (2002) investigate path

dependency of utilities and firms in reducing the penetration of renewable technologies. Because

12 Many competitive markets do not restrict access to generators wishing to supply energy to the grid. In an
uncompetitive market with high vertically integration, large firms can deny other generators access to
the grid.
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renewable generating technology is not as established or as proven as conventional electrical

generating technologies, Fuchs and Arentsen (2002) demonstrate that renewable electricity faces

systemic barriers to integration within a competitive market. The learning and experimentation

required for new technologies as well as the uncerta inty of newer technology performing to its

prescribed standards creates barriers for utilities to incorporate renewable options into their power

grid. Protection and promotion policies of renewable production could be justified because it is

an infant industry.

Costs of production are another impOitant component explaining the difficulty for

smaller renewable energy projects to meet the market. Owen (2006) describes that the renewable

electricity is produced more expensively than conventional technologies. High costs slow the

adoption rate of renewable technology.

To summarize, renewable energy has difficulty penetrating electricity generation markets

because of market failures like envirorunental externalities, institutional constraints like path

dependency and societal antipathy toward localized envirorunental damage. In wake of these

findings, there is a strong case for policy intervention to overcome these barriers. The next

section looks at specific barriers at work in BC and builds an analytical model to address these

barriers with policy prescriptions.
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6: Analysis - Interviews with Stakeholders

I begin my analytical framework by describing the fmdings from interviews conducted

with stakeholders involved in expanding IPP production. I interviewed 7 people including one

goverrunent official from Land and Water BC, one BC Hydro official that evaluates bids that

IPPs submit to the utility, and staff members from 5 different IPPs. Table 3 describes the

characteristics of the IPPs that I interviewed. I tried to get as complete of a representation of the

industry in BC as possible by interviewing IPPs of different project sizes, experience developing

power projects in BC, and resource types. Furthermore, I tried to get opinions from IPPs who

have and don't have an EPA agreement with BC Hydro.

Table 3: IPP Interview participants

esource Number of Years of
Type EPAs with Experience in

BC Hydro BC

Hydro 4 , 24
- 1- -

Hydro 4 14
-- -

Hydro 3 4
- 1-- -

Wind 0 6

Biomass - 20
-

RTotal
Capacity of

Projects

31MW

99MW
-

105MW

4MW
-'-

45MW

1

3

1

o
2

umber of
ojects in

peration

IPP N
Participant Pr

0

1
-

2

3
1-

4
,-~

5
'-

I interviewed 4 staff members of different IPPs (participants 1-4) and one representative

from the IPP industry group IPPBC. Participant 5, the representative from IPPBC, is a former

power development contractor representing a large BC energy company. He built one of the

province's first IPP power plants in early 1990s. He is listed as having 2 projects under operation

but no EPAs, because the projects were developed before BC Hydro began its tendering process.
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The total size of the projects ranged from 4MW run-of-river plant to a 105MW biomass

processing plant. Of the 4 active IPPs, 3 had EPAs with Be hydro and the other was working on

submitting their application in the next call for power.

The interviews were structured in an open-ended manner and participants were asked to

identify the barriers they have experienced in developing their project. I did not read from a

script of questions but instead engaged in a conversation and I took notes of impOltant points. I

did not ask for any commercially sensitive financial information like tenns of their EPA or First

Nations agreements. Interviews were conducted over the phone and lasted approximately an hour

each. After I completed the interviews I summarized the findings and mapped out specific

categories that were recurrently mentioned by the participants. Figure 7 illustrates a description

of the interview results.
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Figure 7: Identified barriers to production in Be
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6.1 Transmissions costs and uncertainty

Three IPP participants stated that uncertain transmissions costs have been a banier for

them to produce electricity. As outlined in Section 3.2.2, BCTC charges IPPs direct assignment

costs and IPPs receive initially an order of magnitude quote and a firm quote once they are ready

to start construction. The method for assessing costs is problematic. What often happens is that

the [trm quote is much larger than the order of magnitude quote. One participant that I spoke

with had the interconnection fees double from $3 million to $6 million. This significant increase

in project costs reduces margins for IPPs and in some cases can make the project economically

infeasible.

One of the reasons for the discrepancy between the two quotes is that BCTC does not do

a comprehensive assessment of the costs of building a new connection when it issues its order of
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magnitude quote. There are a couple of reasons for this. First, BCTC is not financially

accountable for the cost estimates that and has no incentive to in perfonn a thorough cost estimate

until the IPP is ready to build its facility. BC Hydro pays for network upgrades and the IPP pays

for the direct assignment. All construction costs are passed onto BC Hydro once they have been

calculated by BCTC. Second, because BC Hydro is responsible for paying for construction and

maintenance of the transmission system, it employs engineers and technicians to maintain the

transmission system infrastructure. According to the BC Hydro official, BCTC lacks the

engineering expertise to make accurate cost assessments of new construction. Before

transmission system upgrades go to tender, BCTC defers the cost assessment to BC Hydro

englOeers.

Another reason for the large gap between the order of magnitude quote and the finn

quote is the time delay between the two. Applications for EPAs and their assessment take up to 6

months. Once the EPA has been awarded, preparations for construction, financing and necessary

pelmitting can add another 6 months to a year. One IPP participant said that 18 months elapsed

between the order of magnitude quote and the finn quote. By then, the construction market had

heated up and costs for materials and labour had risen significantly.

6.2 Permitting and Regulations

Acquiring permits and licenses from the Integrated Land Management Bureau, the

Ministry of Environment and any other provincial or federal agency that may require completed

penn its is a lengthy processes that requires significant investment in time and resources. Each

IPP participant claimed that licenses cost at least $100,000 dollars with one saying that the

licenses cost up to $500,000. After the initial fees are calculated the entire process can typically

cost up to $3 million. Data collection represents the largest cost. Investment in wind towers and

hydrology equipment to measure resources as well as staff requirements to monitor data

collection is costly. The application to BC Hydro is also costly. BC Hydro requires contract
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security deposits from each IPP that is awarded an EPA. Contract security shields BC Hydro

from the possibility that an IPP would cancel the contract. But, these deposits are costs to IPPs as

they represent unproductive capital. One IPP had to deposit $12 million to BC Hydro after it was

awarded its EPA. While these costs may be small compared to projected revenues, they are still

onerous because IPPs usually do not have access to financing this early in the development

process.

All 7 participants mentioned the overall complexity of the permitting process as being a

significant barrier. There is no formal model for IPPs to follow when acquiring permits. IPPs are

usually unaware of the triggers that set off an environmental assessment and mention that once

one trigger has been broached the IPP must complete the entire assessment. One IPP participant

suggested that only the patts of the assessment that were triggered should be followed-up instead

of having to complete the entire process. This would save money and time and would relieve

bureaucratic pressure. IPP participants found it difficult to complete both the federal and

provincial environmental assessments, in some cases, they need different data. Furthermore,

there is a distinct lack of harmonization between federal and provincial agencies. The Federal

Department of Fisheries and Oceans uses different approval processes then the Provincial

Ministry of Environment. The time taken to evaluated and complete each assessment is drawn out

with two separate processes.

The provincial government official acknowledged that there are not enough resources

devoted to assessing environmental assessments which often take longer than the prescribed time.

Longer evaluation periods invariably translate to higher costs. If the evaluation period extends

then IPPs need to adjust their price to pay for its commitments to constmction contractors and

potential financial penalties from turbine manufacturers.
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6.3 First Nations Negotiations

First Nations agreements are also time consuming and costly. The provincial official

explained that First Nations negotiations were one of the primary reasons for delays in IPPs

reaching their commercial operation dates. One IPP participant suggested that First Nations

negotiations take about two full years. Every IPP mentioned that First Nations negotiations were

a difficult procedure because they are time consuming and because some are unfamiliar with

proper protocol and procedure in negotiating with bands. Government policy and legal precedent

mandate that IPPs negotiate with any First Nations group that has an unresolved land claim where

they are locating their power plant. But, BC Hydro does not require IPPs to engage in these

negotiations prior to submitting a bid. As a result, many IPPs start the negotiations well into the

bid process which adds significant costs of production and time delays. Furthermore, IPPs can be

awarded an EPA without First Nations approval. However, before they can begin construction on

crown land where there is a land claim, IPPs must demonstrate to the Province that the Band has

approved the construction. If IPPs do not enter into negotiations early they risk delaying their

project. The provincial official also suggested that First Nations are more amenable when they

have been brought into the negotiations at the beginning of a project. He also advocated that IPPs

deal with First Nations directly instead of going through provincial regulatory bodies to collect

their input.

6.4 Irregular schedules for calls for power

Three IPP participants stated that the irregular calls for tender have lead to attrition and

represent a barrier for IPPs to produce power reliably. Before the 2006 call for tenders BC Hydro

held the 2004 Vancouver Island Call for Tenders and the 2003 Green Call. They are holding a

2008 Call for tenders but there has been no announcement of any further calls. Without any

certainty that there will be future calls IPPs rush to bid in the current call. This affects the bid

quality and causes IPPs to often state costs and resource qualities when they are not entirely
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certain of their values. Regularly scheduled calls would allow IPPs to be more thorough in their

projections and improve the quality of all bids from lPPs.

Currently, BC Hydro awards EPAs to almost all IPPs that submit a bid provided that

there aren't any significant problems with it. The BC Hydro official that I spoke with mentioned

that there is a tradeoff between have strict evaluative criteria for bids and expanding total

production from IPPs. He cited that because BC Hydro needs so much energy from IPPs they

have lenient evaluative criteria for successful bids. In the last call for tenders, BC Hydro awarded

39 EPAs out of the 58 bids that they received. Of the 19 bids that didn't receive an EPA, four

withdrew their bids during the assessment mean that over two-thirds of all bids were successful.

Regular calls also mean that BC Hydro could use stricter criteria when assessing bids.

If there were regularly scheduled calls for power, IPPs could wait until they had all of

their permitting and other deliverables completed. They could also tune their bid so that it would

have more accurate cost projections and construction times. Consequently, BC Hydro wouldn't

have to rapidly acquire large volumes of power and could be pickier with which projects it

approves. Instead of tendering for 6,000 GWh every 4 years BC Hydro could tender for 1,200

GWh every year for 5 years. Regularity in this respect would be more beneficial to both parties.

6.5 Liquidated Damages

The calls for tender under a single-buyer model are designed to transfer the risk away

from IPPs and onto BC Hydro by using long-tenn contracts. BC Hydro, in tum, gains by

securing the lowest bid prices and choosing projects that are the least risky. Arguably, these

mutual benefits have not materialized due to BC Hydro imposing liquidated damages charges.

Liquidated damages are charges from BC Hydro to IPPs for failing to meet their monthly fmn

energy requirement. IPPs typically cannot meet their monthly quota when water levels are lower

than their estimates; this is called the hydrology risk. By making IPPs shoulder the hydrology
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risk, BC Hydro undeonines the benefits of a single-buyer system and subjects IPPs to financing

problems and subsequent delays. Balancing the needs of BC Hydro to ensure that there will be a

minimum amount of electricity with the financing constraints of IPPs will be difficult.

IPPs argue that their purchase prices are higher because for each unit of risk that is

transferred back to IPPs costs of production increase. Two IPP participants indicated that their

profit margins need to be about 10 per cent to attract equity to the company. Then if some teons

and conditions like liquidated damages of an EPA eat into this margin, they will increase the bid

price. All of the IPPs mention that liquidated damages are too high. By transferring the risk to

IPPs, BC Hydro is potentially increasing the costs above what it would be if it absorbed the risk

itself. Because BC Hydro needs to pay the Provincial Government an annual dividend it can

apply for a rate increase from BCUC in the event of a critically low water year to compensate for

the extra costs of generation and supply. But shortfalls would typically only happen in low water

years meaning that it would only need to raise its rates in during low water years which lowers

the cost of the risk. Liquidated damages make IPPs financially responsible for low water years.

Because they do not have the ability to apply for a rate increase during low water years like BC

Hydro does, IPPs will assume that every year will be a low water and adjust their bid price so as

to absorb the liquidated damages charges. The result is that BC Hydro faces higher costs of

purchasing new power. Alternatively, BC Hydro needs to ensure a certain level of capacity to the

system; if capacity increases from IPPs do not meet their targets then the costs of acquiring peak

capacity will also be very high.

Furthellliore, some areas of the province will be harder hit in low water years than others

hence, the effect of low water years on BC Hydro's entire generating portfolio will be less than

the effect of a low water year on individual plants. If the Columbia River experiences low water

and the Peace Region can still maintain adequate levels of generation then the costs can be

dispersed throughout the provincial portfolio and the cost of the risk is lower. Contrarily, the risk
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of low water years is very expensive for companies that only own one generating station as it

does not have any other sources of revenue to cope with the damages.

6.6 Summary of interview results

Table 4 describes the results of the interviews. Complexity and costs of permitting were

cited the most frequently by all stakeholders as barriers to production. First Nations negotiations

were the next most mentioned barrier and the only interview participant that did not talk about

them was the IPP who had not yet acquired an EPA and probably has not had to enter into

negotiations. Among IPPs with EPAs, liquidated damages were unanimously mentioned as a

barrier to production. For IPPs that operate larger plants, transmission connection costs were

cited as significant as well. Finally, irregularly scheduled calls for tender were discussed by all

IPP stakeholders except one.
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Table 4.· Interview Results
,...--

IInterview Transmission Permitting First Irregular Liquidated
Participant Nations schedules Damages- - -

1.IPP
../ ../ ../ ../

r- - - -
2.IPP

../ ../ ../ ../
--- --- -

3.IPP
../ ../ ../ ../

-
4.IPP ../ ../ ../

- I~

5.IPP
../ ../ ../ ../

- ~f-
6. Government ../ ../

-
7. Be Hydro ../ ../

I am reticent to draw any specific conclusions on the relative severity of each barrier as

this was not a scientifically designed survey and the sample is very smalL However, I can

conclude that all of these barriers pose specific issues for IPPs to produce in Be and that

alleviating the burden of any or all of the barriers would be a positive policy direction. The next

section outlines the results of my case study analysis.
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7: Case Studies

I have used a case study analysis to uncover which electricity sector restructuring

framework and which renewable energy promotion policies are the best at expanding expanding

private generation of renewable power. This section builds on the frameworks for successful

market restructuring and renewable promotion as outlined in Chapter 5. I employ a two-fold

analysis of both electricity sector restructuring and renewable promotion policies. I focus on

renewable promotion policies because 90% of all new generation must be renewable as outlined

in the 2007 Energy Plan. Section 7.1 outlines the cases that I chose and outlines my criteria for

choosing these case studies. In Section 7.2, I analyse electricity sector reform in each case

highlighting successful reform mechanisms that have expanded supply. Section 7.3 looks at the

renewable promotion policies in each case with specific consideration toward the barriers to

production that each policy addresses. I look at the average annual growth rates of supply and

capacity before and after restructuring as a proxy measure to determine the relative effectiveness

of different market structures. To determine the effectiveness of renewable promotion policies I

illustrate the average annual growth in renewable supply and capacity before and after a major

renewable policy was implemented.

7.1 Case study selection

I have chosen my cases to reflect BC's unique electricity sector and to exhibit the

constraints placed on the sector by the 2007 Energy Plan. But, electricity systems in different

jurisdictions are very diverse because of high variance between resource endowments and

political history. (Gilbert & Kahn, 1996) Because no two countries have the same electricity

system, I pick cases that, as a package best describe BC's. With that in mind, I have used a set of
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criteria to choose my cases that resemble BC's economy, regulatory environment, resource

endowment and market structure of its electricity system. I have picked my cases to ensure that

they exhibit either a single-buyer market, dependence of hydro, a self-sufficient electricity system

and a trade dependent electricity system. I look at both trade dependent and self-sufficient

systems because one condition reflects the cun'ent makeup of the electricity system and the other

represents the eventual goal of the BC Energy Plan. Because, BC has a robust and complex

electricity system that reflects its developed economy I focus my cases on other industrialized

countries. Table 5 outlines how each case matches up to BC's electricity system.

Table 5: Case study selection

Industrialized Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Hydro Yes No No No Yes Yes
De endent
Single-Buyer Yes No Yes No No No
S stem
Self-sufficient No Yes No No Yes No
electricity
system
Trade Yes No No Yes No Yes
dependent
Electricity
System_

I have chosen Australia, Germany, Thailand, New Zealand and Norway as cases. These

cases each have different structures to their electricity market and each case uses a different set of

policies to promote renewable energy. All cases except Thailand are industrialized countries with

mature electricity sectors, I included Thailand because it uses the single-buyer model to expand

generation. All cases have introduced some type of competition into their generating sector and

all cases have aggressively attempted to integrate renewable generation within their jurisdiction.
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I have not included any Canadian provinces for a variety of reasons. Ontario and Quebec have,

until only recently, introduced structural changes using IPPs and the effects of their policies is not

yet easy to identify. Albelia however began restructuring over 10 years ago. I have not included

Alberta because of its emphasis on thelmal generation and until very recently, its lack of policies

to promote production from renewable resources.

7.2 Case analysis of electricity sector restructuring

This sub-section attempts to identify whether there are any significant electricity system

characteristics which either promote or inhibit private generator expansion. My framework for

analysis comes from Joskow (2006)'s model for successful electricity sector restructuring.

transpose the essential conditions for good electricity sector restructuring (as described by

Joskow) on each case and then look at their average annual growth rates of production and

capacity before and after restructuring of each variable was implemented. Because restructuring

is typically a gradual process I delineate a timeline of restructuring for each variable whenever

possible. I then find average annual growth rates after each initiative is implemented in an effort

to identify conditions that notably increase supply. In the event that restructuring happens all at

once, I simply weigh all the conditions equally. I balance my conclusions with other pieces of

literature that look at the etIects of restructuring in each jurisdiction. Each case is analyzed with a

defmed set of criteria on the state of market restructuring of their electricity sector. I look at a 8

variables that are considered important to ensure effective electricity market restructuring. The

following list is a descliption of each variable and Table 6 outlines the conditions to satisfy my

analysis of each case.

1. Competition in Generation is whether some type of market competition exists for

generators to sell their electricity with consumers.

2. Wholesale Markets are mechanisms that facilitate electricity trade between producers and

consumers. Wholesale markets are technical markets usually managed by an independent

agency. Typical features of a wholesale market are regularly scheduled transactions
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where producers and retailers bid for quantities of electricity to buy or sell at their own

detennined price. The market operator fixes a spot price based on demand from

consumers and then dispatches a spot supply from all producers able to supply at or

below the spot price. Wholesale markets also typically have a futures market where

consumers can purchase future electrical supply.

• Mandatory Wholesale Markets are when the jurisdiction mandates that all electrical

producers and wholesale consumers must participate in the technical wholesale market.

The alternative would be voluntary wholesale markets where market actors could choose

to enter the market or they could circumvent it and negotiate bilateral supply contracts

between a producer and a consumer.

3. Retail Competition is when final electricity consumers can choose their electricity retailer

based on market forces. A well functioning competitive retail market has multiple

retailers competing for electricity consumers and consumers could switch electricity

retailers with relative ease.

4. Vertical Integration exists where firms can engage in a combination activities at the

levels of generation, transmission, distribution or retailing. High vertical integration may

lead to preferential access through the process chain.

S. Horizontal Integration relates to the market power of generators in a jurisdiction. The

extreme case is a monopoly. Horizontal integration represents a challenge to electricity

markets because large generators can use their market dominance to distort the market in

their favour.

6. Ownership o.f Generation is considered to be a sign of efficiency. Generators can be

owned either by private or public firms.

7. Independent Regulators are bodies that are empowered with legislation and which have

final authority on decisions over the electricity system. A semi-independent regulator

oversees the system but can have its decisions overturned by other political processes.

Independent regulators usually reduce political interference.

• Mandated supply increases are orders from the independent regulator to electricity

suppliers to maintain a reserve of electrical capacity or to ensure that their facilities can

produce enough annual energy to cope with unexpected shortage.

8. Measures to increase supply are policies other than orders from the regulator to increase

electrical supply over time. They could be electricity imports, government owning and

operating backstop generation stations in the case of emergency, or simply leaving supply

increases to be determined by market signals.
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Table 6: Description ofrestructuring variables

1. Competition in Do generators compete for Yes / No
Generation wholesale consumers?

2. Wholesale Does the jurisdiction use Yes / No
Markets wholesale spot markets to

facilitate competition?

• Mandatory Are generators obliged to Yes / No
Markets participate in the wholesale

market?
3. Retail Do electricity retailers compete ! Yes / No

Competition to supply electlicity to
consumers?

4. Independent Does the jurisdiction have an Yes / No
Regulator independent regulator to

reg~late the electricity market?

• Mandated Does the regulator mandate Yes / No
Supply Increases supply or capacity increases to

the system.
5. Measures to What other measures does the Description of the measure

Increase Supply jurisdiction take to increase
supply?

-+6. Vertical Do electricity generators own IHigh - More than 50% ofthe
Integration electricity retailers in the same total generating capacity own

market? retailers
Medium - Less than 50% of the
total generating capacity own
retailers
Low - Generators do not own
retailers

7. Horizontal What is the market share of the High - Largest five generators
Integration largest generators? own more than 60% total

capacity
Medium - Largest generators
own between 30 and 60% of
total capacity
Low - Largest generators own

. less than 30% of capacity
8. Ownership of Are generators owned by Private

Generation private or public ftrms? Public
i Mixed

7.2.1 Summary of electricity sector case study findings

I use International Energy Agency (lEA) data as well as supporting literature to build a

table of values for the variables under analysis. Implementation usually takes time and because
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some of the sources do not corroborate exactly on dates of implementation I always choose the

most recent date. All values are as accurate to the case's present market condition as possible. It

is important to note the implementation dates because some measures are relatively new. Table 7

outlines the electricity sector makeup from the cases, with the year of implementation in brackets.

Table 7: Summmy ofelectricity sector case study findings

1BC Australia Thailand Germany New Norway
Zealand

n Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(2002) (1995) (1992) (1998) (1996) (1991)

1- - -- ,...--- - -
No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

-- - - -
No Yes -- No No No

-- - I- ._-
n No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

g-~-- (2002) - - (1998) (1994) (1998)
---'-

nt Yes Semi No Yes Yes Semi
(1998) (2004) (2004) (1991)

No No -- Yes Yes No

I- - f--
0 Single- Capacity Single- Internatio- fMarket Interna-

buyer, payments buyer call nal trade signals tional
Import, by retailers for and market trade
plan- to tenders, signals and
nIng generators internal market
from planning signals j
state of state IHigh
utility

I-
utility

I-
High Medium High i High High

"" - - 1Hlgh--High Low High High Medium

MixedMixed Mixed Mixed Private ' Mixed
(mostly (mostly (mostly
public) public) i public) _

1. Competitio
in
GeneratiOi

2. Wholesale
markets

Variable

5. Measures t
increase
supply

Mandatory
Participation

3. Competitio
in Retailin----

4. Independe
re ulator

Mandated
supply
increases

6. Vertical
Integration

7. Horizontal
Integration

8. Ownership
of
Generation

Source: (Amatayakul & Greacen, 2003; Greacen & Greacen, 2004; lEA, 2005a, 2005b, 2006, 2007b)

Below is a description of the relevant variables for each case.
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1. Competition in Generation: Each case except Thailand has implemented market oriented

competition in their generation sectors. Thailand, has limited competition as generation is

still dominated by their state electricity utility, EGAT. Thailand's competitive generation

system resembles BC's in that it uses a single-buyer model to purchase electricity from IPPs.

Competition in generation in the other cases took various forms but all allowed generators to

compete with one another to secure wholesalers of their electricity.

2. Wholesale spot markets: Each case with competition in generation had a formal wholesale

market for producers to trade their electricity. Only Australia has a mandatory wholesale

market.

3. Competition in Retailing: Each case that implemented competition in generation has also

implemented competition in retailing. Each case's implementation timeline for retail

competition was different. Germany implemented retail competition at the same time as

competition in generation. New Zealand implemented retail competition before they

liberalized generation and Norway and Australia implemented retail competition over 5years

after they liberalized their generating sector.

4. Independent Regulator: Both Australia and Norway have semi-independent regulators

meaning that their decisions are subject to government approval. In Australia's case, the

NEMMCO is responsible for the management and regulation of the wholesale spot market.

This gives NEMMCO a significant amount of authority because the wholesale market is

mandatory for producers. Nevertheless, NEMCO is only responsible for managing the daily

operation of the market; the provincial governments of Australia are responsible for

monitoring competitive behavior and regulating the National Energy Market.

In Norway, oversight of the electricity sector is split over different ministries. The

Ministry of Petroleum and Energy (MPE) is responsible for overseeing the electricity system.

The NVE is the system regulator and is responsible for regulating the electricity market,
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regulating competitive behavior and ensuring reliability. The NVE answers to the MPE

making it semi-independent. Both Germany and New Zealand have independent regulators

but they have implemented them only recently.

5. Measures to increase supply: Norway uses trade through their international market Nordpool

to balance any differences in supply and demand and then relies and market signals to

increase domestic supply. Norway already has considerable capacity reserve margins so it

does not require ambitious policy measures to increase suppLy as of yet. (lEA, 2005c)

Germany uses trade through the European Energy Exchange to balance supply and up until

2004 used market signals to increase supply. New Zealand used market signals and

government owned reserve generators to ensure supply reliability. Government reserves are

required in New Zealand because they have a closed electricity system. Germany and New

Zealand now employ an independent regulator to mandate minimum reserve margins for each

generator because market signals did not work and lead to significant capacity shortages.

Australia uses the most unique system, the Electricity Tariff Equalization Fund

(ETEF). The ETEF is a tariff which retailers pay into for every transaction that is below the

average annual market price of electricity the year earlier plus an escalator to account for

inflation. If the price is above this calculated price then the pool pays retailers back for any

amount over the price. If the market price remains below the indexed price then generators

are compensated out of the pool for all the electricity they supplied below the price. This

system effectively ensures that generators will receive a guaranteed return on their

investment. This allows generators to invest in new generating stations with considerably less

risk. While the ETEF looks like a success, the results should be tempered with the fact that

Australia is the only case that rates low on horizontal integration and it also has relatively

little vertical integration. How this lack of integration affects Australia's energy market is not
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conclusive but we can assume that low levels of horizontal and vertical integration increase

overall competitiveness of the market and allow market signals to have a clearer effect.

6. Vertical integration: Australia was the only case that did not have high levels of vertical

integration.

7. Horizontal integration is highest in Gennany and Thailand. The only state with low

horizontal integration was, again Australia. This is most likely due to their federal political

system where provinces have jurisdiction over electricity making for a more fragmented

spectrum of generators across the country. Norway had by far the most generators with over

150 different firms generating in the country but it is still dominated by a handful of large

state-owned utilities.

8. Ownership ofgeneration: Germany has a majority of private firms owning generators and

Norway having a majority of public entities owning generators. The remaining cases have

mixed ownership.

7.2.2 Supply and capacity increases since restructuring

This section attempts to uncover whether there are any important market design elements

that have effectively increased supply and capacity. I have added average annual growth rates in

the electricity system on top of its restructuring timeJine to see whether there are any significant

increases in supply or capacity commensurate to a restructuring initiative. I use data from the

IEA for Australia, Gennany, New Zealand, and Norway. This data has annualized between 2000

and 2005 and is in five year increments between 1974 and 2000. For Thailand I use UN data that

is annualized from 1977 to 2000. Table 8 summarizes average annual growth of supply and

capacity in light of different electricity restructuring environments.

When looking at average annual growth rates, it is important to understand that

restructuring policies are only one factor that affect growth in supply and capacity. In hydro-
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dependent systems growth rates are inextricably linked to precipitation. Economic growth affects

growth rates as well as changing demand from international markets if the country trades

electricity. The state of existing infrastructure also has significant effects on capacity growth

rates as well. If there is high reserve capacity margins then growth in new capacity will not be

very high. Furthermore, looking at the make-up of each case's electricity system prior to

restructuring is important to understand the degree of restructuring initiative. Systems that had,

prior to restructuring, a majority of regulated private firms and less vertical integration may have

found it easier to restructure.

Table 8: Average annual growth rates ofelectrical supply and capacity

Australia Thailand Germany
New

Norway
Zealand

-
Period 1974 - 1995 1977 - 1991

1974 -
1974 - 1994 1974 - 1991

1998
---

Before
Supply 8.2% 11.4% 1.9% 4.4% 3.9%Restructuring

- - -I-
Capacity 4.9% 9.4% 4.3% 3.2% 4.6%

-
Period 1995 - 2002 1991-2004 -- -- 1991 - 1998

- -, -Competition

Iin Generation Supply 3.4% 7.4% -- -- 3.9%
only I- -~

Capacity 1.9% 8.5% , -- -- 0.8%

Competition Period 2000 - 2005

1
1998 -

1996 - 2004 1998 - 2004--
2004

in Generation
and Retailing

,
,

with no
Supply 4.2% -- 2.1% 2.2% 0.9%

independent
regulator Capacity 3.2% -- 1.4% 1.3% 0.5%

~

Source: (lEA, 2007a; UN, 1982, 1986,1992,1996,2000,2004)

In each case, growth rates prior to restructuring were higher than after competition was

introduced. This finding corroborates the arguments made in Section 5.1 that markets will limit
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the ability of utilities to 'over-invest' in capacity. A natural trimming of capacity is to be

expected in each case. Growth rates in supply are higher before reform partly because they are

calculated over a longer time period with significant economic growth during that period. With

these considerations in mind we can still look at relative growth rates in the wake of restmcturing

efforts in each case.

Thailand emerges as the jurisdiction with the highest growth rates which corroborates

the arguments made about single-buyers in Section 5.2. Thailand experienced significant

economic growth between 1990 and 1997 (the beginning of the Asian financial crisis) which

would affect growth rates in electrical production (Bosworth, 2006). Thailand's growth rate

between 1987 and 1996 was the second highest in the world at 8.1 per cent (Richter, 2006). This

high growth rate would invariably put significant upward pressures on development of the

electrical system. Never-the-less, responsibility for expanding the electrical supply was left up to

a single-buyer model which increased supply and capacity considerably.

Norway's growth rates in production did not decline after introducing competition to

generation because it was able to expol1 its inexpensive hydro electricity to Nordpool

(Amundsen, Bergman, & von der Fehr, 2006). Norway's capacity increased very slowly after

restmcturing. Low capacity increases were most likely due to the overabundance of capacity that

existed in Norway prior to restmcturing (lEA, 2005b). Norway's production did not fall after

competitive restmcturing indicating that electricity imports from Nordpool did not crowd out

domestic generation. In Australia, growth in supply and capacity declined by more than half after

the provinces implemented competition in generation. Because Australia is a closed electricity

system and there were no electricity shortages, we can infer that these declines in growth were a

result of improved efficiency.

Growth rates for cases that have implemented both retail and generation competition are

more interesting. The bottom section of Table 8 describes the growth rates in each case. Supply
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and capacity increases come only from market signals in New Zealand, Germany, and NOf\vay.

Growth rates of supply halved and capacity increases fell by more than half in New Zealand after

retail and generation competition. In Germany, supply went up slightly and capacity increases

fell from 4.3 per cent to 1.4 per cent. Germany and New Zealand have both acknowledged that

market signals alone are not enough to stimulate investment in new capacity resulting in their

implementation of an independent regulator in 2004 to mandate supply increases. Interestingly,

German supply increased from 1.9% to 2.1 % after retail competition was implemented. This

could mean that efficiency improvements in Germany allowed its generators to be more cost

competitive and supply both domestic and international markets more effectively. With proper

market and regulation, efficiency gains from retail competition could stimulate entry for

generators provided that there was sufficient demand for their electricity and that they could

supply that electricity cost-effectively. In Norway, supply and capacity growth rates dropped

when it introduced competition in retailing. But, Norway also suffered from severe water

shortages in 2002 and 2003 which may have skewed the results. (lEA, 2005c)

Australia's ETEF seems to be the most effective policy to increase supply and capacity in

a competitive market. Australian growth rates in production and capacity increased after retail

competition was implemented and minimum capacity payments were made by retailers to

suppliers. The ETEF's effectiveness may also be buttressed by mandatory wholesale markets.

Mandatory markets ensure that all market transactions maintain a minimum market price is for

generators. The Australian case indicates that reducing the risk of low prices which provides a

guaranteed return on investment and is an effective mechanism to increase capacity.

Contrary to Joskow's (2006) model for effective market restructuring, it does not appear

that ownership of electricity sector is important to ensure smooth and efficient operation. Only

Germany had a majority of privately owned firms. The other cases implemented ambitious

market restructuring efforts while maintaining significant degrees of public ownership. This
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finding is relevant to BC because any policies designed to introduce more competition do not

need to be accompanied by increased privatization. Because BC's system has high degrees of

government ownership, we do not need to transfer the ownership to private actors and risk

potential political fallout.

To summarize, different market designs have different effects on increasing supply and

capacity. The single-buyer model looks to be the best competitive model to expand supply.

Conversely, market signals alone in competitive generation and retailing sectors are not sufficient

measures to increase supply but they can improve overall competitiveness of existing generators

on international markets. Mandating capacity and supply increases through an independent

regulator or guaranteeing a stable return on investment may be effective measures to increase

supply in an electrical system with competitive generation and retailing.

7.3 Case analysis of renewable promotion policies

The second part of my case study analysis focuses on policy instruments to promote

renewable electricity production. Section 5.3 demonstrated that there are many barriers for

renewable energy to be used in electrical generation. As described on page 43, market,

regulatory, technological and institutional barriers all limit growth in renewable production and

policies are required to promote the renewable generation. Table 9 describes some of the policy

instruments available to promote renewable production. I break down the policy instruments into

3 categories: expenditure, regulation and market regulations.

Table 9.· Renewable energy promotion policy instruments and policies

Policy Instrument

1. Expenditure

Specific policies

a) Research and development grants

b) Subsidies to power developers in the form of capital
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2. Regulations

'---

3. Market Regulations

grants and loan relief

c) Tax credits for renewable generators

a) Feed-in Tariffs for renewable power

b) Portfolio standards for utilities to produce a
minimum percentage of renewable power

c) Fixed quota bidding system

a) Green ce11ificates for renewable producers to sell on
carbon markets

1. Expenditure policy instruments typically involve the government using fmancial resources to

reduce market and financial balTiers that renewable energy producers face. Expenditure

policies to renewable producers helps make their production more cost competitive. Some

important expenditure policies are subsidies, grants and tax credits. These policies lower the

market price of their electricity by reducing the renewable producers' costs.

2. Regulations are when a govemment exerts its authority to mandate the production of

renewable power. An example of a regulation is a renewable feed-in tariff. Feed-in tariffs

require electric utilities or a transmission system operator to purchase all renewable power

put into a system at a price higher than the market price. The high price premium stimulates

firms to develop renewable power sites when they wouldn't have been competitive otherwise.

Tariffs are set based on the type of renewable resource used and the location of the power

plant relative to demand centres. (Menanteau, FinoD, & Lamy, 2003) Be's standing offer

program is simi lar to a feed-in tariff system only there are no price premiums to stimulate

rapid expansion of renewable power.

3. Market Regulations are policies that do Dot force specific behaviour on individual firms but

instead require industry or sector-wide compliance through market mechanisms. Market

regulations are attractive because non-market regulations tend to be inefficient. Some-market
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oriented policies to increase the adoption of renewable include renewable portfolio standards

and fixed quota bidding systems. A renewable portfolio standard is a market regulation that

requires that utilities produce or purchase a share of renewable power commensurate to their

total production. If a utility produces more than its share it is free to sell off the balance to

other utilities that have higher costs of production for renewable power. Tradable green

permits are similar to the portfolio standard. Renewable power producers are usually

awarded green permits for any amount of conventional thermal emissions that they replace.

Producers are allowed to sell those permits in either domestic or international markets for a

profit. A fixed-quota bidding system is when the government mandates a specific quota of

renewable power that must be supplied to a national power pool. Renewable producers bid

into the system and the lowest cost producers are picked until the quota is met. (Menanteau et

aI., 2003) BC's calls for tender are similar to a fixed-quota bidding system. Both policies aim

to minimize the total cost of compliance.

7.3.1 Renewable promotion policies in the selected cases

Like Section 7.2.1 I look at average annual growth rates to determine the effect of

renewable promotion policies. I will look at the growth rate of renewable production and

capacity prior to the adoption of case's major policy or policies to promote renewable. I use data

from the lEA to develop a taxonomy of renewable promotion policies and to measure growth of

renewable production and capacity. Table 10 describes the average annual growth rates for each

case's specific policy environment.
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Table 10: Average annual growth rates ofrenewable production and capacity

Australia Thailand Germany New Norway
Zealand

Period 1980 - 1990 1977 - 1991 1973 ~ 1990 1973-2005 1973 - 2000

No major
Supply 1.2% 11.7% 1.1 % 2.3% 5.4%policies

~- ---

Capacity 3.4% 7.8% 2.1% 2.0% 4.7%

Expenditure

Period 1990 - 2000 2001 - 2005
Subsidies,
tax credits,

Supply 3.4% -0.3%and capital
grants

Capacity 0.6% 1.7%

Market-Oriented Regulations

Period 2000 - 2005

Renewable
Portfolio Supply -1.7%
Standard

Capacity 1.9%

Period 2003 _2005 i 2003-2005

Tradable

f

Green Supply 1.3% 1.8%
Permits

Capacity 0.9% -0.1%

Regulations

Period 1992 - 2004 1990 - 2005

Feed-in
Supply 5.5% 11.8%

Tariffs

Capacity 2.8% 23.1%

Source: (lEA, 2004, 2005a, 2005c, 2006, 2007b; UN, 1982, 1986, 1992, 1996,2000,2004)

Of the diverse set of policies that each case has implemented to promote renewables,

Germany's feed-in tariffs have the most pronounced impact on expanding renewable production.
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Prior to the adoption of the feed-in tariff growth in renewable production and capacity was

relatively low at 1.1 per cent and 2.7 per cent respectively. After the feed-in tariff was

implemented renewable capacity grew by an average of23.1 per cent per year. Under this feed-in

tariff program, power retailers were required to pay between 65-85 per cent of the annual average

retail price of electricity from the previous year to renewable power producers (TEA, 2004). The

actual percentage paid is calculated based on the type of renewable resource that the renewable

producer used with less economically feasible resources receiving higher price premiums. In

2005, retail suppliers made €4.4 billion in payments to renewable generators. All of these costs

have been passed down to ratepayers (IEA, 2007b).

Thailand has used a program similar to feed-in tariff model through its single-buyer

market. It has used a power purchase program from small power producers (SPPs) to stimulate

private investment and production of renewable generation. SPPs are defined as generators who

use renewable resources and have plant capacity under 90MW. SPPs that qualify for the program

can apply for an EPA from EGAT and sell their power to the utility under a differentiated price

model. SPPs that can deliver 4.6 MWh per year of renewable firm energy qualify for a higher

purchase price. All other SPPs receive a lower price. In total, 282MW of capacity from SPPs

qualifies for the premium purchase price to remove financial barriers for renewable technology

(ABCSE, 2005).

Expenditure instruments had mixed effects on renewable expansion. In Australia, supply

increased but capacity decreased after it offered close to $100 million in grants and subsidies to

renewable producers. Norway's production fell after it offered over 100 million NOK to

renewable producers in the way of research grants and subsidies. Of course, because Norway's

electrical system is made up almost entirely of renewable resources larger issues are probably

affecting output. Specifically, market restructuring as covered in Section 7.2.1 and water

sholtages likely were the dominant forces affecting production and capacity
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Market-oriented policies do not provide convincing evidence that they expand renewable

in the cases that I examined. Australia's MRET program is a renewable portfolio standard

focused on electricity consumers that was implemented in 2000. Electricity purchasers are

responsible for a quota of the target based on their annual share of electricity purchased of the

total electricity sold. For example, a retailer who buys 10 per cent of all the electricity sold

nationally is responsible for 10 per cent of the annual targets. Buyers must submit green

celtificates totaling their annual quota by year's end or else they are fined a maximum of $57

AUD for every MWh that they are under their quota. Since MRET was implemented production

has fell slightly but generators have invested in new renewable capacity at three times the rate of

the expenditure policy regime. Still, the MRET's expansion of renewable is modest when

compared to the feed-in tariff system. New Zealand offers green credits to renewable producers

that they can sell on international markets. Renewable developers must demonstrate to the

govenunent that their project is not economically viable without the credits in order to qualify.

Norway has implemented green certificates program where renewable producers could trade their

certificates on international markets. The program is still relatively you and it is too early to

evaluate its success. Since Norway adopted the program renewable expansion rates have

undergone significant changes. New Zealand's and Norway's policies are also on a much smaller

scale when compared to Gennany's feed-in tariff policy.

7.4 Summary of Findings

The case study analysis of market restructuring and renewable promotion policies leads

to the following key findings:

• The single-buyer model is the best market structure to rapidly expand supply.

• Market signals alone are insufficient in bringing new supply online.
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• In a market with competition in generation and retailing, an independent regulator or a

mechanism that provides generators with price stability is an efficient way to increase

supply.

• Policies are necessary to stimulate production from renewable resources.

• Feed-in tariffs are the most effective policy to expand renewable production.

The following section builds on these findings to provide policy options for Be to

become electricity self-sufficient.
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8: Policy Objectives and Evaluative Criteria

This section develops and evaluates 3 separate policy alternatives to improve IPP supply

and reliability while respecting the constraints outlined in the BC 2007 Energy Plan. I develop

the options based on the findings from the interviews and the case studies. I have identified

evaluative criteria based on policy objectives and rate each policy alternative against this set of

criteria. After each policy is evaluated, I rank the policy alternatives and recommend the policy

alternative that best satisfies the policy objectives.

8.1 Policy Objectives

This analysis follows both short and long term policy objectives for BC's electricity

sector. Short-term objectives are temporally defined as the next 10 years and long-term

objectives are longer than 10 years.

Short-term objectives:

1. To increase domestic production of electricity so that it equals demand by 2016.

2. To increase production and reliability from IPPs in the province.

3. To minimize the cost of implementing the self-sufficiency target to electricity ratepayers.

Long-term objectives:

4. To increase efficiency in the electricity system.

5. To maintain a supply large enough to equal long-term demand.

The next section outlines the criteria and their measures that allows me to rank the three

policies.
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8.2 Evaluative Criteria

My criteria falls under 4 main categories: effectiveness, cost, administrative feasibility,

and acceptability to stakeholders. Effectiveness takes into account the ability of a policy to

expand reliable and diversified renewable supply from IPPs. Cost ensures that policies will not

unduly burden ratepayers. Administrative feasibility is crucial if the policy is to be implemented

successfully and will work accordingly. Acceptability to stakeholders not only makes sure that

IPPs are interested in with the policy but looks at the acceptability by others like BC"s ratepayers

and staff of BC Hydro. in this policy problem but looks at the acceptability among other

stakeholders like BC's ratepayers and staff of BC Hydro.

My framework for evaluating each policy is as follows. Each measure is evaluated

according to 3 benclunarks, high, medium and low which are established by designing explicit

benclunarks for each criterion. I try to evaluate options based on outcomes from the case studies.

I establish a range of growth rates that correspond to scores. The windows are determined using

rough estimates of the growth rates necessary to reach the self-sufficiency objective in 8 years.

High is a desirable ranking meaning that the policy performs well for a specific criterion.

Conversely, a low ranking means tbat tbe policy does not perform well. In order to establish a

base to rank the policies against each other, I score the policy's performance in each criterion.

High receives a score of 3, medium scores 2 and low scores 1. The policy with the highest

aggregate score is the best performer. Each criterion has equal weight. For criteria with more

than one measure, I take the average of the score of its components. Table 11 defines each

criterion, specific measures and methods for evaluation.
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Table 11: Evaluative Criteria

Criteria Measure Evaluation Rank

1. Effectiveness IThe expected increase Expected average g > 5% High
in electrical annual rate of

2%< g <5% Medium
production and growth of supply
capacity from IPPs. and capacity. g <2% Low

(g)

The expected increase Number of h == 4-5 High
in reliability from IPP baniers identified

h = 2-3 Medium
producers. by IPP interviews

addressed by the h = 0-1 Low
policy.
(h)

2. Cost Expected percent Change in c<3% High
increase in cost to electricity average

4%< c <7% Medium
ratepayers atu1ual prices

since adopting a c>7% Low
policy
(c)

3. Administrative Expected ease of Total expected staff < 5 High

Feasibility implementation new provincial or
5 < statT < 20 Medium

BC Hydro staff
required to staff> 20 Low
implement the
policy
(staff)

4. Acceptability Acceptability by IPPs Perceived Qualitative High

by electricity system assessment
Med

Stakeholders problems held by
IPPs addressed by Low
policy

Acceptability by Perceived Qualitative High
existing electricity interests assessment

Med
institutions addressed for BC

Hydro and Low
government
employees

1. Effectiveness is composed of two separate components. The first measure is expected

increase in electrical production and capacity from IPPs. I evaluated this component using
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the results from my case studies of the average annual growth rates in supply and capacity. A

growth rate over 5 per cent per year receives a ranking of high. I have chosen 5 per cent

because it is the minimum growth rate to reach self sufficiency (with insurance) by 2016. The

second measure looks at reliability of IPPs to deliver their electricity to the system. I measure

this using the key barriers addressed by each policy option that IPPs have identified in my

interviews. IPPs identified 5 barriers. High scoring policies will address 4 or 5 barriers and

low scoring policies will only address 0 or I.

2. Cost is a proxy criterion that measures the efficiency effects of each policy alternative on the

electrical system. Cost is also a measure for acceptability among ratepayers with the implicit

assumption that higher costs to ratepayers means that the option is less acceptable. I measure

this criterion by estimating the expected increase in residential and industrial electricity rates

for consumers in the province. I measure cost by looking at the change in the price of

electricity after a similar policy to the alternative I am evaluating was adopted in the case

studies. I then estimate a percentage change in the price of electricity in BC. Policies with a

change in price lower than 4 per cent is ranked high. I have chosen 4 per cent because it is

the average annual rate of price increases over the past 5 years in BC (BC Stats, 2008).

3. Administrative feasibility looks at the relative ease with which a policy can be implemented.

I measure administrated feasibility by estimating the number of new staff members to the

provincial government or existing electrical utilities required to successfully implement and

administer the policy. Policies that require less than 5 new staff to implement and administer

the policy receive a high score. Policies that require more than 20 new staff receive a low

score. I calculate new staff based on the likely increase in staff hours required to fully

implement each change. This is a qualitative ranking based on best-guess estimates.

4. Acceptability to stakeholders is a criterion that looks at the relative acceptability of each

policy alternative to electricity system stakeholders. I first gauge the electricity system issues
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that each policy alternative addresses among IPPs using interviews. I also use information

gathered at the IPPBC conference where I attended 5 different panels on issues of concern in

among IPPs in Be. The second criterion attempts to estimate how each alternative will

preserve the interests of existing institutions in BC's electricity sector. I take a conceptual

straw poll of acceptability by BC Hydro and Provincial govemment staff. This may seem

like it represents a status-quo bias but I feel it is necessary to include this measure because

BC's electricity system is very well functioning and any altemative that significantly disrupts

these interests may compromise the integrity of the existing electrical system. There is no

specific measure to evaluate this criterion so I will discuss my scores for each policy

alternative with some depth.
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9: Policy Alternatives and Evaluation

I have developed 3 policy alternatives based on the findings from my interviews and the

analysis of my case studies. While each alternative emphasizes the findings from each separate

analysis, they do incorporate relevant findings from other analyses wherever possible. The

alternatives are bundles of separate but related policies specifically linked to maximize their

effectiveness. I describe the alternatives below.

9.1 Status Quo ++

Building on the finding that the single-buyer model had the highest average annual

growth rates of any electricity market structure, this option looks at issues specific to BC

identified from my interviews with IPPs. This alternative proposes no major systemic changes to

the electricity system in Be. It would continue with a single-buyer model administered by BC

Hydro and use both the call for tenders and standing offers to procure IPP electricity. Reducing

existing barriers and improving reliability of IPP production tlu-ough better bidding mechanisms

and IPP practices is at the core of this policy alternative.

Under this policy IPPs would still apply for EPAs under a call for tenders program to be

evaluated by BC Hydro. Call for tenders will be regularly scheduled every two years. Total

electricity procured will increase compared to the current system because of an increase in the

number of calls. In order to reduce the likelihood of delays in reach their commercial operation

date, IPPs will have to have all of their permitting completed before they submit their bid. This

option will also change the permitting process by requiring that IPPs begin negotiating with First

Nations (whenever applicable) prior to applying for a provincial Land Tenure agreement. The

standing offer program will also be expanded to projects for 20MW or less from lOMW to ease
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the bidding process for smaller plants. Pricing for the standing offer will be staggered for plants

smaller or larger then 10MW. All plants will be paid the same base rate for supply up to the

average monthly production of a 10MW plant. For plants larger then 20MW they will receive a

price premium on any amount supplied above the average monthly production. Finally,

liquidated damages payments will be reduced from 90% of the value of electricity that was not

delivered to 50%.

9.2 Advanced Renewable Tariffs for electricity producers

This option is based on the findings from Section 7.2.2 that renewable feed-in tariffs are

effective policies to promote rapid expansion of renewable power production. Renewable tariffs

are now being used in 50 countries as a means to expand renewable production (Vlcek, 2007).

Under this alternative, BC would implement an advanced renewable tariff for renewable

production in the province by enhancing and expanding its standing offer program from small to

medium sized power plants of 30MW or less. The BCUC would be responsible for calculating the

tariff and enforcing its use.

An advanced renewable tariff in BC would use a profitability index to ensure a minimum

return on investment for the expansion of multiple renewable technologies. The profitability

index would emulate the method explained by Chabot et al. (2002). All projects between IMW

and 50MW will secure a production contract from BC Hydro for a term between 5 and 20 years.

BC Hydro will be responsible for all power purchase contract evaluations and negotiations with

producers. The BCUC will be responsible for calculating and updating the tariffs every 3 years

and they would forward the tariff structure to BC Hydro. Ratepayers would pay the renewable

tariffs through increases in their rates. Both residential and industrial consumers would pay their

proportionate share of the cost of the tariff with no one group cross-subsidizing the other.
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The rest of the electricity sector will remain the same. No changes to the permitting

processes are made. The province will still be responsible for approving all plant development,

maintaining environmental standards and ensuring that affected parties have been negotiated

with. Only projects with completed permits may apply for a renewable tariff purchase contract.

BC Hydro will continue to evaluate submissions for a purchase contract similar to the way it does

now. It will evaluate the resource data and projections from the IPP and ensure that the project

has a legitimate chance of success.

9.3 Unbundle Be Hydro and create competitive retail markets with
capacity payments

This option builds on the fmdings from section 7.2.1 that competitive markets with

regulatory measures are effective in increasing capacity and supply are efficient. Under this

policy, retailing will be unbundled from BC Hydro and municipally oriented retailing firms will

be created with management power over their local distribution system. Each municipality larger

than 100,000 will have to create its own electricity retailer responsible for supplying local

demand. For rural areas, I propose having one publicly owned rural electricity retailer acting for

all rural customers. Existing private retailers would be allowed to continue their business with

their clients and would be encouraged to compete with municipal retailers. The province and BC

Hydro will aid with the transferring management of the assets to municipalities. Once a majority

of the ratepayers in BC have been switched to their local retailer a wholesale market will be

created to facilitate electricity trade between the retailers and generators. An ownership freeze on

retailers will be imposed for the first 5 years of the policy and the market will initially be closed

to any new retailers that have not been transferred retailing rights. Also, customers will be

prevented from switching retailers for the first 5 years of the program in an effort to iron out

potential design and technical issues before there is full contestability. After 5 years,
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municipalities could choose to sell their retailers off to private firms and private retailers could

enter the market and compete for consumers.

This option proposes significant changes to BC's existing electricity system institutions.

BC Hydro will still own and manage all of its existing generation assets and will be required to

participate in the wholesale electricity market to retailers. BC Hydro's building freeze on new

assets will still be enforced ensuring scarcity of supply in the wholesale market. This scarcity

should provide proper stimulation to the IPP industry to expand generation. IPPs will be required

to participate in the wholesale market to sell their power. The wholesale market will be made up

of a spot market for daily power acquisitions and a futures market for retailers to secure backstop

supply. Ownership of the transmission system will be passed over to BCTC which will manage

and maintain the transmission system. BCTC will have expanded authority over the wholesale

market by managing transactions and facilitating trade.

The BCUC will regulate the sector with specific provisions on expanding annual supply.

It will use two policy measures to ensure that supply and capacity expand. The first is using a

capacity payment similar to Australia's ETEF. Retailers will pay a tariff when the market price

falls below the previous year's average. Generators including IPPs and BC Hydro will be

compensated for any deviation in prices below the market. BCUC will also closely regulate BC

Hydro's behavior in the market ensuring that the utility does not exert its significant market

dominance to distort prices. BC Hydro will be forced to deliver power to the grid based on a

previous 10 year monthly average of production. The BCUC will also have the power to mandate

expansion of supply or capacity from BC Hydro if the capacity tariff does not work as designed.

Finally, this policy proposes to emulate the system used in New Zealand to provide

renewable producers with tradable green permits for any project that an IPP can demonstrate is

not economically feasible without. This renewable promotion policy will hopefully provide

proper stimulation for renewable projects in the marketplace.
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10: Policy Evaluation

Table 12 summarizes the evaluation of each policy alternative and Table 13 describes the

overall rankings.

Table J2: Evaluation ofpolicy alternatives

Status Quo++ Renewable Retail
Tariffs Competition

Effectiveness IPP production High Med Med

Single-buyer Renewable tariffs Retail competition
model increased in Germany with capacity

! production in increased payments
! Thailand by 7.5% renewable increased supply
I production by and capacity byI

i 11 % and capacity 4.2 and 3.2%

j
by23%

IPP Reliability Med Med Med
Addresses First Addresses Addresses
Nations, irregular calls, transmission
Liquidated liquidated uncertainty,
Damages and damages, liquidated
Irregular damages and

I schedules irregular
schedules

Cost Increase to Med Low High
Ratepayers Average arumal Industrial rates Since Australia

electricity prices have increased by adopted retail
in Be have 10% since competition
increased by 3.6% Germany industrial rates fell
since adopting reformed their by 3% and
single-buyer tariff system in residential rates
model in 2002 2000, residential have not

rates have increased. In
increased by 6%. Norway the

average annual
increase in prices
dropped by 2% for
industrial and 6%

i
for residential in
the ten years after
restructuring

Administrative Number of new I High , Med Low
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Significant
increases in staff
for municipal
retailers, BCUC
and BCTC.

High
IPPs free to
engage in a
competitive
market with
guaranteed return
on investment

BCUC requires
new staff to
calculate tariff
structures. BC
Hydro will require
new staff to
evaluate the
1l1creased number
of bids.

_t_I_ligh__
IPPs paid a
premium for their
renewable
production and
have guaranteed
returns on
1l1vestment--
Med

New system~~
be implemented
with no increase
in the number of
staff.

-
Med

, IPPs prefer a
market
competitive
market where
they do not have
to sell to BC
Hydro

High
Requires little
systemic changes
and i.ncreases
reliability from
IPPs

Acceptability by
IPPs

statT required

Acceptability by
provincial staff

Feasiblity

Acceptability
to
stakeholders

Low--+-- .----
Higher price Major systemic
premiums and changes require a
higher costs are significant shift
concerning to BC from the current
Hydro staff. model. Retail
Increasing competition could
standing offer can potentially
reduce system compromise

L-...~ ,-- ~__--, ---,-reliability. __,L...;.s,,-y_st_em integrity.

Table 13: Ranking the policy alternatives

tition
2
2
2

2

3

1

2
7
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"-
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erage score 3 1.5- -
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3 2
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2 3
s
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10.1 Evaluation of Status Quo ++

Effectiveness: This option attempts to fix the current policy employed by BC Hydro to be

more amenable of and responsi ve to the barriers to production that IPPs face in Be. Because this

market still employs a single-buyer model I use the growth rates in supply from Thailand which

uses a similar system where most new supply came from IPPs after restmcturing. After applying

a call for tender bidding system and a more lenient qualification process for a standing offer,

Thailand added an extra 846 MW of capacity in 7 years. (ABCSE, 2005) Thailand's average

annual increase in supply from 1991 to 2004 was 7.4% and capacity increased by 8.5%. Because

Thailand is a rapidly developing country system we can potentially expect to see lower growth

rates in BC where demand and growth are not as high. However, the growth rates in Thailand

also account for the Asian economic crisis from 1997 to 2000 which had significant dampening

effects on expansion of the electricity sector. Hence, with a 7.5 per cent annual growth rate in

production, this policy receives a HIGH score.

IPP reliability should be significantly improved because this policy addresses most of the

barriers that IPPs have identified. This option addresses First Nations issues by requiring IPPs to

start negotiations at the beginning of their permitting process. It does not make First Nations

negotiations any 'easier' it only induces IPPs to begin the process early so that they do not

encounter unforeseen delays. The model also schedules regular calls for power this will allow for

higher quality bids to be submitted to BC Hydro. It also mandates that applicants begin finish the

permitting process prior to submitting their bid. While there are no specific provisions to change

the regulatory process, this requirement ensures that IPPs do not get bogged down in permitting

issues after they have been awarded an EPA and their energy is being relied upon by BC Hydro.

The trade-off in this respect is that IPPs face more significant financial hurdles before they even

know that they will get an EPA. This will affect their short-term financing but it should reduce

the risk of project attrition to both BC Hydro and potential financiers for their medium-term
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capital requirements. It will also force IPPs to be more efficient in the types of project that they

evaluate and focus their efforts on the most financially viable sites because of the high permitting

costs prior to any guaranteed returns. BC Hydro can choose bids that are the most reliable based

on rigorous data accumulation from IPPs who do not need to rush their application. It reduces

liquidated damages which allow IPPs to more easily secure financing for their projects and avoid

COD delays. By addressing 4 barriers, this policy receives a HIGH score. I am very confident in

this evaluation as it compliments the existing structure of BC's electricity well and addresses the

most concerns for IPPs and Provincial staff on systemic barriers.

Cost: The expected cost of Status Quo++ is ranked as medium. There are signs that the

current system will require rate increases from residential and industrial consumers. Since BC

Hydro started purchasing power from IPPs through their calls for power electricity prices have

risen by 3.6% per year (BC Stats, 2008). But, as more IPP power comes online, once their

barriers are addressed by the policy, rates are predicted to increase. Some predict it can be by as

much as 11 per cent over the next 3 years (Simpson, 2007a). The reason for these rate increases is

complex as they reflect in part increases to compensate the rate freeze in the 1990s, and the shift

of the load onto residential users from industrial consumers as mandated by the BCUC and

inflation. Even if we account for these upward pressures on rates from previous circumstances,

increasing the generation portfolio significantly with IPP power will increase rates because they

are more expensive than the current average cost of production. I assume that these projected rate

increases are subject to high uncertainty and previous growth rates are the only sound measure of

expected increases. So, rate increases should be between 4 and 7 per cent, so the policy receives a

MEDruM score. I am confident in this scoring because it is based on BC's historical rate change

data and it looks at the potential effects of incorporating much more energy that is typically 10

times the price at which BC Hydro's heritage hydro assets can produce.
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Administrative feasibility: Status Quo ++ ranks the highest among the three policy

alternatives. I estimate that no new staff will be required to successfully implement and

administer this policy. All the policy actions require only changes to the way calls for tender are

evaluated. Having regularly scheduled calls for power may prove to generate additional work

but, once the calls for power are designed properly re-issuing calls will not require significant

new staff. The policy receives a HIGH score.

Acceptability by Stakeholders: The single-buyer system is still maintained and significant

issues for IPPs are eased but not completely eliminated. The most prevalent problem that IPPs

mention with the current system is that they must sell their electricity BC Hydro. There is

evidence that IPPs have a strained relationship with BC Hydro and this policy does not reduce

their dependence on the utility. At the IPPBC conference, many IPPs suggested that their

relationship with BC Hydro is one of their biggest issues with the current system. They feel as

though BC Hydro does not value their energy and tries to undercut them. This option will still

keep a close relationship between IPPs and BC Hydro. However, this option will reduce some of

the most signitlcant barriers between IPPs and BC Hydro. Specifically the reduction of

liquidated damages charges should have positive effects on IPPs relationship with BC Hydro.

Regular calls for tender will also lessen the second-guessing ofIPPs on BC Hydro's motivations

and will bind BC Hydro in a commitment to the IPP industry forcing a more mutual working

relationship meaning that acceptability by IPPs receives a MEDIUM score.

This option does not require any major systemic changes or changes to BC Hydro's core

business model. No major disruptions in the electricity system are expected besides procuring

more power from IPPs. If this policy is successful in reducing barriers to production then IPP

power will be more reliable and will improve total system reliability. Hence, this policy receives

a HIGH score among electricity system stakeholders.
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10.2 Renewable Tariffs

Effectiveness: This option greatly expands the standing offer program and dismisses the

competitive bidding program of the calls for tender. It ensures that financial barriers do not

inhibit renewable production in the province. By guaranteeing the profitability of renewable

projects, this option tries to provide financial incentives as the backbone for rapid renewable

development. Rapid renewable development is just what has happened in jurisdictions that have

implemented renewable tariffs. Germany saw its renewable production expand by average

annual rate of 11.8% and capacity increased by an average annual rate of 23.1 %. Thailand's

expanded IPP purchasing program is a watered-down version of Germany's system and its

renewable production grew by an average annual rate of 5.5%.13 During the period that Germany

has used the renewable tariff its total production has not grown commensurate to renewable

production indicating that renewable tariffs will not expand total generation. But, in BC's case,

renewable power is the dominant resource type meaning that any measure that expands renewable

production will expand total production.

On the other hand, the degree to which this option offers anything new to IPPs is not

clear. By securing a guaranteed contract at a higher price this option does not reduce the risk of

projects for potential investors any more that the status quo. IPPs no longer have to prove the

validity of the project to BC Hydro but, instead they need to prove the validity to investors. The

purchase agreement between BC Hydro and IPPs is no longer as lucrative because BC Hydro has

not done its evaluation of the project. The risk is still there for IPPs. Moreover, BC Hydro incurs

greater risks because it does not choose the best projects by instead choosing them all. There is

an inherent adverse selection problem in the sense that some IPPs will have incentives to

overstate the amount of energy produced. The best projects will still be built without the price

premium offered by the renewable tariff. The taliff is likely to only promote development of

13 Thailand's price premiums are smaller than Germany's and the scope of the program is limited to smaller
producers.
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projects that would not have been built under the status quo because they were riskier. These

riskier, less reliable plants cause adverse selection problems for BC Hydro. The utility could

become increasingly reliant on unreliable plants that only get built because of higher purchase

prices. This system could achieve significantly less reliability than originally plarmed and cost

more to ratepayers. However, findings from the case studies suggest there will be swift

expansion of renewable power with the system that BC currently uses. Hence, I am unwilling to

forgo the adverse selection concerns and score this option as MEDIUM.

This option only addresses the irregular calls and liquidated damages meaning that IPPs

may still have reliability issues in producing their electricity in a timely manner. The price

premiums will stimulate IPP development of renewable resources but it will not reduce as many

barriers to ensure that IPPs avoid commercial operation date delays and meet their monthly

quotas. IPPs will still have to demonstrate to financiers why their project is viable. The premium

prices will help to shore up revenue but because the tariff is broad based instead of project

specific, IPPs face a new burden in demonstrating why the price is high enough to guarantee a

return on investment. Because of an increase in the number of IPPs enteling the sector we can

expect that new actors will face hurdles in First Nations negotiations and permitting. Since this

policy only addresses 2 barriers it receives a MEOillM score. I score this measure with

confidence because the policy is relatively simple. It offers higher prices as a financial incentive

to expand IPP production. The interview analysis in Chapter 6 demonstrated that there are more

than just financial barriers at work in BC. This means that any policy that only addresses these

issues will not be as effective as a policy that uses a more diverse basket of policies to address

more barriers.

Costs: Unfortunately, there are significant costs associated with renewable tariffs. Since

Germany restructured their renewable tariff system in 2000 industrial prices grew by an armual

average of 10% and residential rates grew by 6%. (iliA, 2007a) German ratepayers have paid
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over €4 bill ion in renewable tariffs since the adoption of the program and a further €200 million

in cross-subsidies to industry in 2000 alone. (lEA, 2007b) Renewable tariffs look like they have

wiped out any downward pressure on electricity rates from the efficiency gains of their market

restructuring in 1998. (Menanteau et al., 2003) I assume that rates in BC will grow at the same

rate as in Germany at 8 per cent. Because this option likely reduces the reliability of the IPP

production BC Hydro may be forced to acquire backstop generation in case IPPs fail to produce

enough electricity. The magnitude of these costs on ratepayers is unknown. Keeping the Burrard

plant in operation would have lower costs than building a new facility. In either case, this

uncertainty will likely signal even higher costs. Because of which, I rate this option as LOW. I

score this criteria with high confidence because filling the generation portfolio with premium IPP

energy will have undoubted upward effects on rates. Moreover, because this option does not

significantly address reliability issues, the cost of system reliability will be borne by BC Hydro.

This will increase rates also.

Administrative Feasibility: Renewable tariffs are relatively easy to implement. The key

administrative burden is calculating the tariff across many different technology types and plant

sizes. Careful consideration must go into the tariff to ensure that it is efficient and that renewable

producers do not experience excess costs or profit from the tariff structure. This requires

continued evaluation of renewable technologies and their costs as well as looking at economies of

scale or larger plants. Calculating the tariff structure would take, in my estimate, at least 5 to 10

employees. Coupled with determining the tariff structure BC Hydro will likely have to increase

the number of staff available to evaluate bids to the system. Because there will probably be an

increase in the number of bids and because in a standing offer program bids can come in at any

time, more staff are necessary to reduce backlogs. I predict that an extra 10 to 15 staff are

required meaning that this policy receives a MEDillM score. I do not have high confidence on

how much staff is required. I simply estimated that the tariff calculate is relatively
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straightforward based on formulas employed in France and Germany. It may be that BC is

exceptional and has issues that affect the ease of calculating tariffs therefore, I rank this criterion

with some caution.

Acceptability by Stakeholders: Looking at the experiences of renewable power producers

in Germany, their returns have increased substantially since it adopted the renewable tariff. So

much so that Germany had to re-organize the tariff structure to avoid windfall profits for

renewable producers (lEA, 2007b). Because IPPs will be paid a premium for their electricity

ensuring a good return on their investment this option receives a HIGH score.

Among provincial and BC Hydro staff, the renewable system will not be as readily

accepted because it mandates BC Hydro to incorporate any renewable power produced into its

systems. BC Hydro has also enjoyed being a supplier of low cost electricity. This policy

alternative proposes to alter this supply to a more high-cost model which some officials may be

uneasy with. Therefore, I estimate that this policy receives a MEDillM score.

10.3 Retail Competition

Effectiveness: This option is the most ambitious of the policy options because it proposes

the deepest systemic changes to BC's electricity system. It balances the need to increase supply

with improving the efficiency of the electricity system. It attempts to reorient the electricity

system to a competitive model and uses market regulations to ensure that supply and capacity

keep expanding. Competitive markets themselves do not inherently expand supply as the Gennan

and New Zealand cases illustrate. Gennany electrical supply grew by 2.1 % and capacity grew by

1.4% after introducing competitive retail markets. New Zealand also saw modest increases of 2.2

and 1.3% respectively. But, competitive markets can expand supply if there are proper

safeguards for generators to shield them from the risk of market price fluctuations. Australia's

ETEF policy mechanism allowed for competitive retail markets to expand supply faster than
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markets with only competitive generation. Capacity increased from 1.9% to 3.2% per year and

supply increased from 3.4% to 4.2% per year after retail markets and the ETEF were introduced.

However, these were humble gains when compared to other jurisdictions.

Alternatively, how the market responds in bringing new generation online is suspect.

Some of the cases I evaluated showed slow development of new generation sites because of

uncertainty of the policy regime. One relevant case that I haven't mentioned is Alberta. When

Alberta instituted competition in generation, almost no new capacity came online in the five years

after restructuring. This was because generators were unwilling to make significant investments

until they knew that the policy framework was permanent (Daniel, Doucet, & Plourde, 2007).

Because this is such a significant shift away from the status quo, we may see this same behavior.

If we assume an upper limit of 4 per cent growth then this policy receives a MEDIUM score. I

am not confident in this ranking simply because of the sheer scope of the change. Any systemic

change this large will have significant implementation and design issues that could affect supply.

Because the results from jurisdictions that liberalized their electricity sector is such a mixed-bag

there is no guarantee that BC will avoid the supply shortage pitfalls experienced in the U.S.

This policy addresses three issues identified by IPPs: transmission uncertainty, liquidated

damages and in-egular schedules. In this policy the BCTC is transferred ownership of the

transmission system giving it the engineering expertise and the incentive to do much better

assessments of interconnection costs. Liquidated damages are eliminated; IPPs and BC Hydro

supply their electricity through a wholesale market where buyers and producers trade over instant

electricity production. Future markets are available to IPPs confident enough in their resource

reliability to sell to retailers. IPPs do not have to partake in futures markets, only those with an

adequate and reliable supply can join a futures market. Liquidated damages are thus eliminated

and replaced by the possibility of legal action for failing on their contract commitments. IPPs

that are not confident in their resource reliability do not have to engage in a futures market and
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thus do not need to worry about liquidated damages. Finally, irregular schedules are eliminated

as there is no longer any obligation to sell to BC Hydro. By addressing 3 barriers, this policy

receives a MEDIUM score.

Cost: The primary advantages of competitive retail markets are that they are the least

costly to ratepayers. Since Australia adopted competitive retail markets its industrial rates fell by

3% and residential rates have not increased. In the decade that Norway restructured its electricity

sector to first allow competitive generation and then allow retail competition its electricity rates

fell by 2% for industrial consumers and 6% for residential consumers. New Zealand experienced

gains in electricity prices but mostly because of a lack of an independent regulator mandating

supply increases (Bertram, 2006).

However, lower costs are not guaranteed. There are many factors that can have adverse

effects on rates and costs in a fully competitive electricity system. Some jurisdictions may see

significant cost increases after restructuring. The factors that influences these increases are

beyond my scope. Based on the results from my cases, I have rated this policy as having a HIGH

score but I am not as confident in this score based on the results from other jurisdictions outside

of my sample. For instance, some U.S. states saw significant increases in the price of electricity

after retail competition was introduced (Considine & Kleit, 2007).

Administrative Feasibility: Implementing competitive retail markets is very

administratively difficult. Many new retailers will have to be created and staffed. This will

require significant hiring and training of new staff and incentives for transferring expertise in

distribution from BC Hydro to the retailers. Along with creating retailers, staff from BC Hydro

will have to be transferred from BC Hydro to BCTC and new staff familiar with designing and

managing wholesale markets will have to hired and trained. The BCUC's powers will have to be

expanded and new staff brought in to monitor competitive behavior. It must be emphasized that
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implementing this measure will take several years because of the 5 year freeze and additional of

staff which I estimate at much more than 20. Therefore, this policy receives a LOW score.

Acceptability by Stakeholders: This measure rates highly in its acceptability to IPPs.

IPPs have not been comfortable with the fact that they must deal with BC Hydro under the

existing policy framework. My discussions with IPPs revealed that they would very much favour

a competitive market where they could sell to multiple consumers. This policy would allow them

to sever their relationship with BC Hydro and seek out consumers to purchase their electricity at

the market price. Capacity payments will also ensure that IPPs are not exposed to market price

fluctuations. This allows them to receive more stable returns on their investment. Hence, this

policy receives a HIGH score

Acceptability among provincial and BC Hydro staff is quite low because it is such a large

systemic change. Another facet of this policy that was not analyzed in my evaluation is that this

policy may not be acceptable to the citizens ofBC. There was significant political opposition to

the unbundling efforts in 2002 and there remains opposition against more private actors in BC's

electricity sector. Citizens could perceive that this policy would introduce more private firms into

the electricity sector. So this policy receives a LOW score.

lOA Policy Recommendation

Based on the scores of my policy options, I recommend that the Status Quo ++ options be

implemented in BC. My analysis from different cases and interviews with IPPs have

demonstrated that maintaining a single-buyer model with improvements to reduce barriers for

IPPs is a cost-effective policy to reach BC's self sufficiency target. The Status Quo ++ option is

also administratively feasible and is acceptable to electricity sector stakeholders in BC. The other

two policy options are either effective and costly or least-costly and not as effective. This
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highlights the key tradeoff in the policy alternatives. Even so, successfully reaching the self

sufficiency goal will require increases in electricity costs for ratepayers.

10.5 Discussion

This section describes two major gaps in this policy analysis and provides an explanation

for these gaps. First, there are no provisions in any of the policies to change the ways that IPPs

interact with First Nations groups. I chose not to specifically address First Nations issues in a

policy because they are beyond the scope of this study. First Nations negotiations not only affect

power development but all resource extraction activities in the province. There will be trade-offs

between issues specific to certain industries and a comprehensive framework for amending

private negotiations with First Nations group is needed. Also, any amendment to negotiations

with First Nations will be intertwined with self-government negotiations as well. Because the

heart of First Nations negotiations is territorial rights and sovereignty this issue likely cannot be

opened without the Province making concessions on its authority over First Nations groups.

Moreover, this capstone is meant to brief Provincial policy makers. First Nations issues are

bound to both Federal and Provincial policies and addressing First Nations negotiations would

require the capstone to move outside of its scope. I admit that not addressing the policy

framework for First Nations negotiations is a significant weakness of this policy analysis and that

improving the framework for IPPs to engage First Nations will help to expand IPP production.

Second, this policy does not significantly address permitting and regulatory issues for

IPPs. Pennitting and regulations were cited as an important barrier for IPP production. I did not

look at amending permitting and regulatory procedures because of the trade-offs between ease in

permitting and envirorunental degradation. In my discussions with Provincial officials, they

stated that this was the most significant trade-off and the reason why the Province had not moved

forward on addressing permitting issues. Another issue that came up in my discussions was that

permitting delays are also a result of human resource shortages. Provincial officials stated that
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they were in the process of hiring more staff. I did not include a specific policy to hire more staff

because the Province has already been addressing this issue. Also, like First Nations

negotiations, permitting is spread across more than one level of government. I could not

fundamentally address permitting without stepping outside of the scope of the paper and

proposing ways to ease the Federal permitting burden.
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11: Conclusion

This capstone focused on the problems that IPPs face in producing reliable energy for the

benefit of British Columbians. Through a multi-step methodology I looked at issues specific to

BC and at electricity systems in other countries to uncover the most feasible, cost-effective

policies that will help the Province reach its goal of electricity self-sufficiency by 2016. Because

BC's electricity system is already well designed I proposed only modest changes to the way that

IPP power is procured by BC Hydro. If the policies of the Status-Quo ++ option are implemented

they would break down most systemic issues with IPP reliability and move the industry into a

more codified and established milieu where producers and BC Hydro are bound by reasonable

expectations of each otber's place in the electricity system. But, this analysis is only the first step

for policy changes that are likely to come.

Electricity sector policy in BC is will be facing a significant shift away from business as

usual practices in the medium to long term. Scarcity of new large hydroelectricity sites and

public opposition against these mega-projects will force BC Hydro to abandon its dependency on

them to satisfy growing demand. Unceliainty over greenhouse gas abatement regimes and their

effects on thelmal generation will also raise questions on viability of continued electricity

imports. Meanwhile, BC is renewable resource abundant. How can we exploit these resources to

best serve the ratepayers ofBC by ensuring system stability and low costs? The 2007 BC Energy

was a first step in implementing this path. The next steps are uncovering ways to develop a

distributed generation system of smaller producers that is both reliable and environmentally

benign.
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Appendix 1: IPPs awarded EPAs with Be Hydro

Table 14: IPP projects awarded EPAs in the 2006 Call for Tenders

Project Name Energy Source Plant Total
Capacity Energy
(MW) (GWh/yr)

Gold River Power Project Biomass 90 745

Mackenzie Green Energy Centre Biomass / Other 50 441

Princeton Power Project Coal/Biomass 56 421

AESWapiti Energy Corporation Coal/Biomass 184 1,612

Savona ERG Project Waste Heat 5.89 41

150 Mile House ERG Project Waste Heat 5.89 34

Eldorado Reservoir Water 0.8 4

Cranberry Creek Power Project Water 3 11

McKelvie Creek Hydroelectric Project Water 3.4 14

Barr Creek Hydroelectric Project Water 4 15

Raging River 2 Water 4 13

Maroon Creek Hydro Project Water 5 25

Sakwi Creek Run of River Project Water 5 21

English Creek Hydro Project Water 5 19

Clint Creek Hydro Project Water 6 27

Franklin River Hydro Project Water 6.65 19

Tyson Creek Hydro Project Water 7.5 48

Fries Creek Project Water 9 41

Victoria Lake Hydroelectric Project Water 9.5 39

Serpentine Creek Hydro Project Water 9.6 29

Tamihi Creek Hydro Project Water 9.9 52

Clem ina Creek Hydro Project Water 9.95 31

Lower Clowhom Water 9.99 48

Upper Clowhom Water 9.99 45

Kookipi Creek Hydroelectric Project Water 9.99 39

Log Creek Hydroelectric Project Water 9.99 38

Songhees Creek Hydro Project Water 15 61

Rainy River Hydroelectric Project Water 15 51

Bone Creek Hydro Project Water 20 81

Kwoiek Creek Hydroelectric Project IWater
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Upper Stave Energy Project I Water 54.7 264

Anyox and Kitsault River Hydroelectric Water 56.5 242
Projects

Kwalsa Energy Project Water 85.9 384

Canada - Glacier / Howser / East - Project Water 90.5 341

Brilliant Expansion Project (2) Water 120 226

East Toba and Montrose Hydroelectric Water 196 702
Project

Mount Hays Wind Farm Wind 25.2 72

Bear Mountain Wind Park Wind 120 371

Dokie Wind Project Wind 180 536

Total 1558.74 7350

Source: (Be Hydro, 2006f)

Table 15: iPP projects awarded EPAsfrom the 2003 Green Call and their operational SLatus

Project Type Capacity Energy Project Status
(GWh/vear)

Ashlu Creek Hydro 42 200 December 2008
complete

Brilliant Expansion Hydro 120 203 Mid 2007

China Creek Hydro 5.6 25 Operational

Maxim VLF Landfill 1.85 15 Operational
Expansion gas

Bear Hydro Hydro 16 77 Pursuing COD

Berkey Creek Hydro 1.5 6.5 Pursuing COD

Forrest Kerr Hydro 112 541 Pursuing COD

Hunter Creek Hydro 2.4 10 Pursuing COD

Mkw'alts Creek Hydro 45 154 Pursuing COD

Pierce creek Hydro 0.77 3 Pursuing COD

South Cranberry Hydro 6.6 33 Pursuing COD
Creek

Spuzzum Creek Hydro 29 90 Pursuing COD

Ucona River Hydro 35 125 Pursuing COD

Zeballos Lake Hydro 21.85 93 Pursuing COD

Holberg Wind Wind 58.5 176 Withdrawn

Cypress Creek Whydro 3.1 11 Withdrawn

Source: (Vlcek, 2007)
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Appendix 2: Case study Renewable production and capacity

Figure 8: Renewable capacity in Australia
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Figure 10: Renewable capacity in Thailand
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Figure 14: Renewable capacity in New Zealand
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